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Preparation of Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and Sevqar 
Forest Enterprises 
 
Stage 1: Preliminary evaluation of the current state of the forest economy and the 
establishment of the principles for future management  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1. The previous forest management plans for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises 

were prepared in 1988. Since 1931 first management plans, after 57 years of 
regular forest management, the forestry in Ijevan and Sevqar had been sustained. 

2. The total area in State Forest Fund of Ijevan Forest Enterprise was 29,359 ha and 
the net forested area 26,561 ha in 1988. In Sevqar the total area in State Forest 
Fund was 13,799 ha and the net forested area 12,758 ha. In addition to State 
Forest Fund land there was an area of 3386 ha belonging to sovhoz and kolhoz 
forests. The total (net) forested area was thus 42,715 ha and the total gross area 
belonging to the present Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises 46,544 ha. 

3. In 1988 forest management plans the total round wood volume stock in Ijevan 
Forest Enterprise was 4.6 mill. m3 and in Sevqar Forest Enterprise 2.9 mill. m3, 
totaling 7.5 mill. m3. The mean round wood volumes over the net forested areas 
were 172 m3/ha for Ijevan Forest Enterprise, 226 m3/ha for Sevqar Forest 
Enterprise, and 189 m3/ha on average. 

4. After 1988 and especially in the 1990s the forest management in Ijevan and 
Sevqar has no more been systematic nor sustained. Uncontrolled firewood 
harvesting, illegal timber cuttings and widespread grazing in the forests were 
widely practiced, following the general trend in Armenia. Forests started to 
degrade and the severely harvested mountain slopes to erode. The protective 
function of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises became endangered. 

5. Since 1988 the production (financial) function of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises has deteriorated as well. In the years 1999-2003 the total value of the 
official wood production in Ijevan Forest Enterprise was 2020 AMD per hectare 
and in Sevqar Forest Enterprise 2080 AMD/ha. As compared to international 
standards the both production figures are low, only about 3.7 USD/ha/a. 

6. New forest inventory and management planning for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises was initiated in April 2004. Modern, multi-targeted, participatory 
forest management plans will be prepared which take into account the mountain 
forest ecosystems, the local people living inside and in the vicinity of the forest 
and the needs of the government. 

7. Besides Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises, forest management plans will be 
prepared for two pilot villages which have ex-sovhoz or ex-kolhoz forests in their 
vicinity. High level of participation and transparency is proposed as the people´s 
participation in the sustained management of the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests 
may be the model for the broader acceptance by public of the modern forest 
management approach. 

8. The first step in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprise forest management planning 
was the forest inventory training course for the Ijevan and Sevqar and other 
forestry staff, 23 May – 4 June 2003. The field inventory starts on 21 June and is 
expected to continue until 30 October 2004. 
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PREFACE 
 
As a part of Natural Resources Management and Poverty Reduction Project 
(NRMPRP) of Armenia the Preparation of Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises was initiated in April 2004. After international tendering for 
the sub-project the Project Management Unit of NRMPRP had chosen the Finnish 
consultancy firm Indufor Ltd to implement the task. The preparation of the forest 
management plans started in 20 April 2004 when the Indufor team leader entered 
Armenia. The Indufor team is a combination of international and Armenian experts in 
the fields of forest inventory, management planning, silviculture, landscape ecology, 
biodiversity conservation and participatory methods in forestry. The Armenian 
experts sub-team is headed by Mr. Andranik Ghulijanyan, director of the Forest 
Research and Experiment Centre (FREC) in Armenia. 
 
In the first stage of the preparation of the Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises a preliminary evaluation of the current state of forest 
economy in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises was done, as well as establishment 
of the principles for future forest inventories and management planning for the two 
forest enterprises. A special attention has been given for studies into ex-sovhoz and 
ex-kolhoz forests in the villages surrounding Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. 
 
The preliminary evaluation is based on vast background material, like previous Ijevan 
and Sevqar Forest Enterprises Forest Management Plans, which were initiated in 1931 
and updated on a regular basis up to 1988. Another important source has been the 
background documentation for the Natural Resources Management and Poverty 
Reduction Project, like the Project Appraisal Document (Project Appraisal … 2002) 
and the TACIS Preinvestment Study for Preparation of the Forest Management 
Component (TACIS 2002). Field material, like available maps, for the initial 
management planning of ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests has been collected and 
photographed in the villages surrounding Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. 
 
The principles for future forest inventories, and further for future forest management 
planning, in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises were established during the first 
inventory training course for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises and other forestry 
staff. The course was held in Ijevan between 23 May and 4 June 2004. The course 
was interactive between the Armenian forestry staff (trainees) and Indufor trainer 
team (Mr. Vitaliy Storozhuk, Mr. Ari Rautio, Mr. Andranik Ghulijanyan and Mr. 
Ayser Ghazaryan). The first draft of the forest inventory guidelines, developed during 
the course by Mr. Vitaliy Storozhuk, is attached in this report. The guidelines will be 
tested in June-July 2004, and if necessary the updated guidelines are attached to later 
reports of the project. 
 
This report has been prepared in English and Armenian versions. Mr. Andranik 
Ghulijanyan has edited the Armenian version. 
 
In Yerevan, 6 June 2004 
 
Veli Pohjonen 
Indufor team leader  
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1   BACKGROUND 
 
The Government of Armenia received in 2002 a credit of 8.3 million USD from the 
International Development Agency (IDA) of World Bank and a grant of 5.1 million 
USD from the Global Environment Facility (GEF) of World Bank and UNDP, to 
implement a 6-year project called Natural Resources Management and Poverty 
Reduction Project (NRMPRP). The project interventions are focused on the adoption 
and implementation of sustainable natural resources management practices and 
alleviation of rural poverty in Gegharkunik and Tavush regions (Marzes) in Northern 
Armenia (Project appraisal … 2002). 
 
The Government of Armenia had identified these regions as priority sites for project 
activities for two reasons. First, the major share of national forest resource is located 
in Tavush region and the most important fresh water resource in the country: Lake 
Sevan, is located in Gegharkunik region. Secondly, these remote, northern, 
mountainous regions are severely influenced by human poverty. The incidence of 
poverty in both of these regions is above average as compared to the whole Armenian 
population (some 55 per cent of the whole Armenian population is classified as poor). 
In Tavush region it is 72 per cent and in Gegharkunik region 65 per cent of the whole 
population. 
  
Natural landscapes in the project area are mainly state forests and they are managed 
by Forest Administration (Hayantar). Forests under Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises in Tavush Region are typical examples. Village Councils (Haymanks) 
have legal responsibility for community pastures surrounding the forests. Since the 
end of the Soviet times, the landscapes have not been managed in a planned or 
coordinated way. As a result of this, and due to the economic hardship experienced 
during the 1990s, the natural assets like forests and pasture, in the area are degrading. 
 
Through sustained management of the natural assets the NRMPRP -project aims to 
offer new opportunities for poverty reduction in rural areas. The project is expected to 
make a significant contribution to raising local incomes by introducing sustainable 
natural resources management practices and job opportunities, while protecting 
globally and regionally important biodiversity resources and cultural heritage. 
 
The global environmental objective of the entire NRMPRP -project is:  
 
to preserve the mountain, forest, and grassland ecosystems of the Southern Caucasus, 
through enhanced protected area and mountain ecosystem conservation and 
sustainable management. 
 
The development objective of the project is: 
 
adoption of sustainable natural resource management practices and the alleviation of 
rural poverty in mountainous areas of Northern Armenia where degradation of 
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natural resources is reaching a critical point. The project will help avert further 
deterioration of natural resources (soils, water, forests, fisheries, and biodiversity) 
and will stabilize incomes in the local communities. 
 
 
The entire NRMPRP -project has four components:  
 

• Community Based Watershed Management, 
• State Forest Management, 
• Protected Areas Management and Biodiversity Conservation, 
• Project Management and Administration.  

 
The report in hand falls under component two: the State Forest Management 
Component (SFMC). It will support rehabilitation, protection and sustainable 
management of state forests in the project area; improve the forest sector´s 
institutional, legal and policy framework; and enhance institutional capacity to 
monitor and control forest operations. 
 
The objective of the State Forest Management component is to increase social, 
economic, environmental and global biodiversity benefits by rehabilitating and 
sustainably managing degraded state forests. In line with the project development 
objective this component will assist the Ministry of Nature Protection and the 
Hayantar in addressing and curbing ongoing degradation of Armenian state forests in 
the project area. The specific outcomes of this component are (1) establishing and 
implementing a system for sustainable forest management on selected pilot areas in 
the project area; and (2) developing the legal, institutional, policy framework and 
human capacities for sustainable forest management and biodiversity conservation. 
 
In this context the project support will focus, among other things, on demonstration of 
improved forest management practices. This includes, among other things, resuming 
forest management planning by developing new, improved forest management plans. 
They will be based on new guidelines that will take account of non-wood aspects, 
forest ecological, biodiversity and social functions, and will be based on a 
participatory approach. Participation is critical to ensure integration and coherence of 
forest management plans with the micro-catchment plans of the NRMPRP -project. 
Each forest management plan will be based on a forest inventory. Outcomes include 
state forest management plans as a basis for sustainable harvesting in state forests 
(Project Appraisal … 2002). 
 
Two State Forest Management Plans will be developed through this assignment for: 
 

• Ijevan Forest Enterprise of Tavoush marz with the total area of about 
25 000 ha 

• Sevqar Forest Enterprise of Tavoush marz with the total area of about 
20 000 ha 

 
In addition two pilot community-based forest management plans are prepared for 
communities (villages) inside or in the vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises. These plans will support the transfer of former sovhoz and kolhoz forest 
lands to village management on the basis of long term lease arrangements. 
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The concrete outcome of the project are the modern, multi-targeted, participatory 
forest management plans which take into account the mountain forest ecosystems, the 
local people living inside and in the vicinity of the forest and the needs of the 
government. Such forest management plans can serve as a basis for wider needs in 
Armenia to combine sustained natural resources management and effective measures 
for poverty reduction. 
 
In order to have the Ijevan and Sevqar forest management planning executed the 
Project Implementation Unit (PIU) of the NRMPRP – project arranged in 2003 a 
tendering, which called international and national expertise to join their forces and to 
propose their plans on how to execute the Forest Management Planning intervention. 
Through the tendering a joint team of Finnish consultancy firm Indufor and a sub 
team of Armenian experts was selected in early 2004 to execute the Forest 
Management Planning. The contract in concern was signed on 21 April 2004. 
 
The Finnish consultancy firm Indufor is the leading forestry and conservation 
consulting company in Finland and much recognized as such in Europe. In its 
expertise pool Indufor has besides vast number of (Finnish) national natural resources 
management experts, also a remarkable selection of international experts and 
scientists to execute demanding sustained forest management and poverty reduction 
interventions, like the Ijevan and Sevqar forest management planning, now in 
question. 
 
The Armenian expertise sub team has strong links to Forest Research and Experiment 
Centre (FREC), Armenian Academy of Agriculture (AAA) and Yerevan State 
University. Together the international and national experts form a multi-national and 
multi-scientific consultancy team. In addition, the consultancy team works with 
Tavush Marz authorities, Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises, and selected local 
villages and their representatives inside or in the vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises. 
 
Forest management planning for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises was initiated at 
field level on 20 April 2004, when the team leader of the Indufor consultancy team 
arrived in Armenia. The expected total time for preparation of the Ijevan and Sevqar 
forest management plans is one year (until 6 May 2005). The total period has been 
divided in five stages (Preparation … 2004). 
 
First stage: within 1.5 months of the start of the project (until 6 June 2004) 
Second stage: within 3 months (6 June until 21 July 2004) 
Third stage: within 8 months (21 July until 21 December 2004) 
Fourth stage: within 10 months (21 December 2004 until 21 February 2005)  
Fifth stage: within 12 months (21 February to 21 April 2005) 
 
After each stage an interim report, or finally the Ijevan and Sevqar forest management 
plans, is submitted to the Project Implementation Unit of the NRMPRP – project. The 
project completion date is 6 May 2005 (15 days plus 12 months from the project 
signature date). 
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This report provides the background and describes the first stage in the preparation of 
Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. The background 
has been built on measures described in the NRMPR Project Appraisal Document 
(Project Appraisal … 2002) and the TACIS Preinvestment Study for Preparation of 
the Forest Management Component (TACIS 2002). It is also based on three separate 
field investigation trips to Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises: on initial visit to 
project area on 23 – 24 April 2004, on identification of communities with ex-sovhoz 
and ex-kolhoz forests in the Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises area between 11 – 
17 May 2004 and on the first Forest Inventory training course to Ijevan and Sevqar 
Forest Enterprises and other involved forestry staff between 23 May – 4 June 2004. 
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2   PAST AND CURRENT STATE OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 
     AND ECONOMY 
 
21    Existing basis for forest management 
 
211   Forest resource: Armenia, Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises 
 
Armenian forests belong to the biologically extraordinary Caucasus mountain 
formation, where biodiversity, including the flora, plant associations and fauna, is rich 
and specific. It is remarkable, that more than 3,500 species of wild vascular plants, 
that is more than half of the flora of the Caucasus region, grow in Armenia. High 
biological diversity is also found in forested areas which contain more than half or the 
biological resources of the country. 
 
Armenian forests are for the main part broad-leaved (97 per cent): oak (Quercus), 
beech (Fagus) and hornbeam (Carpinus) forests in varying mixtures. Forest habitats 
are found on mountain slopes between 500 and 2400 meters of altitude. Beech and 
oak forests are concentrated in Northern Armenia at moderate altitudes of 1300 – 
1600 meters. 
 
Beech forests, dominated by oriental beech (Fagus orientalis), represent about a third 
of forest cover. Beech forests are widespread in Northern Armenia, particularly on 
north-facing slopes at altitudes of 1000 – 2100 meters. Another important species 
found in beech forests is Caucasian lime (Tilia cordata). 
 
Oak forests represent another third of the forest cover. Two species are typical to 
forests: Georgian oak (Quercus iberica) and broad-leaved oak (Quercus 
macranthera). Georgian oak is more frost resistant and is found throughout the 
country at altitudes as high as 2600 meters. Broad-leaved oak is restricted to altitudes 
of 500 to 1400 meters, and is often found in the north. Other typical broad-leaved 
species growing in the oak forests are hornbeam (Carpinus sp.), ash (Fraxinus 
excelsior) and field maple (Acer campestre). 
 
Hornbeam dominated forests occur at altitudes of 800 to 1800 meters. Hornbeam 
forests are originally less common than beech and oak dominated forests. Hornbeam 
may be an aggressive invader in the beech and oak harvesting areas and the share of 
hornbeam is apt to increase if careful silviculture is not practiced. 
 
In the early 1900s Armenia was still largely covered by mountain forests. The forest 
area started to decline rapidly in 1930s when industrialization and collectivization got 
under way. Extensive forest clearing caused soil erosion. Forests degraded. Forest 
management planning started in Armenia around the same time (in 1931 for instance 
in Ijevan in Tavush regions) and a satisfactory level of sustained forestry was reached 
during the last decades of the Soviet era. 
 
Another wave of forests degradation was experienced in Armenia after the political 
changes at the end of 1980s which led into disintegration of the Soviet Union. In the 
beginning of 1990s firewood had to replace the earlier imported gas and electricity. 
Forest areas close to population centres became the main source of fuel during the 
winters of 1991-1993. At its highest about 50 per cent of household energy was 
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derived from firewood. The demand for wood, including both firewood and also the 
timber illegally harvested, exceeded sustainable cut. It resulted in significant loss of 
forest cover from year to year. Overgrazing in forest areas contributed to the loss of 
forest cover. Consequently, the forest cover in Armenia has diminished by 10 per cent 
since the beginning of 1990s. 
 
The latest full-scale forest resource assessment in Armenia was carried out in 1993. 
The total area estimated for State Forest Fund lands was 460,000 ha. Out of the total 
area the closed forests (“natural”, “indigenous forests”) covered 334,000 hectares 
(Figure 1). It constituted 11 per cent of the total territory of the country. Inside the 
country, forests are distributed unevenly. In the northern regions forests cover 29 per 
cent of the land area, in the south 13 per cent and only 2 per cent in the central part of 
the country. The uneven distribution of forests is not only due to man-made impact. 
The conditions of nature and the climate vary in the country so that the more humid 
northern part of Armenia and the northern mountain sides behind the divides of the 
main mountain chains have always been more suitable for forest ecotypes. 
 
Figure 1. The structure and the areas in 1,000 hectares of the State Forest Fund lands 
in 1993. Source: Ghulijanyan et al. 2004 
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The Forest Fund Land divides in two broad categories: forestry lands and non-forestry 
lands. Forestry land itself subdivides into closed forests (including crown-closed 
plantations), young plantations (which have not yet reached the crown closure), 
nurseries, and other forestry lands.  
 
About 30 000 hectares of closed forests have been cut in the recent years, of which 
about 7 000 have been completely eliminated. These cuttings took mainly place due to 
energy crises and reason of human emergency in the early 1990s. The cuttings have 
been done outside forest management plans, in many cases they were devastating, and 
in effect they were illegal. Still between 1999 – 2003 about 0.5 million cubic meters 
of wood has been burnt in the country, of which only 10-12 per cent has been reported 
as legal (Mitchell 2004). Illegal human activities have not only reduced the wood 
volume in the forests, but have also created a change in the structure and areas of tree 
types. Commercially lower value trees like hornbeams have outgrown the high value 
trees such as beech, oak, pine, and ash. 
 
The documented estimates on the total Armenian forest resource in wood volume 
vary. The latest National Forest Resources Assessment 1993 estimated that the total 
stock of round wood is 41.7 million cubic meters over 334,119 ha of forested land. 
This gives average stocking in wood volume of 125 m3/ha. 
 
The forest resources assessment of 1999 (Thuresson et al.) showed higher average 
stocking in wood volume, 162 m3/ha, but this assessment was not national. It was 
done only over the areas, totalling 215,357 ha, which were considered to be possible 
for exploitation. The total round wood volume on these areas equalled 34.8 million 
cubic meters. 
 
Also the estimates on annual wood growth vary. The forest resource assessment 1993 
estimated the annual round wood volume growth at 354,000 cubic meters per year, 
which equals to 1.1 m3/ha/a. This is considerably less than the average growth 
estimate of forest resource assessment 1999, which was 2.9 m3/ha/a. Again, however, 
the latter figure refers to only to areas which were considered to be possible for 
exploitation and as such is higher than the national mean. 
 
The latest estimate on annual wood volume growth has been made by Ghulijanyan et 
al. (2004). During the 10 year period 1993-2003 they calculated that the Armenian 
forests have grown on average 489,000 round wood cubic meters per year, which 
equals to 1.5 m3/ha/a. During the same period the round wood removals (legal and 
illegal harvesting and natural death of trees) had been 773,000 round wood cubic 
meters per year. As the annual wood removal has been about 60 per higher than the 
annual wood growth, the Armenian wood balance was seriously negative. 
Consequently the Armenian round wood volume would have dropped from initial 
41.7 million cubic meters in 1993 to 38.9 million cubic meters in 2003, that is by 
seven per cent. 
  
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises belong to Tavush Marz which is one of the 
important northern regions of Armenia. The forest resources of Tavush Marz, or 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises, have not been reported separately in the forest 
resource assessment of 1993, 1999 or 2004. 
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The forest resource per Forest Enterprise, however, was followed in a systematic and 
regular manner during the Soviet era and along with the Soviet based forest inventory 
and management planning tradition. The forest areas of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises were mapped accurately for the previous time in 1988. The forest areas 
were described in two ways. First, the total (gross) area belonging to the State Forest 
Fund in Ijevan Forest Enterprise was 29,359 ha and in Sevqar Forest Enterprise 
13,799 ha. Altogether their total area belonging to the State Forest Fund was 43,158 
ha. 
 
The other way to describe the forest area is to use the net forest area. It excludes the 
non-forestry land (cf. Figure 1). The net forest area in Ijevan Forest Enterprise was 
26,561 ha and in Sevqar Forest Enterprise 12,758 ha, altogether 39,319 ha. The area 
of non-forestry lands in Ijevan Forest Enterprise was thus 2798 ha and 1041 ha in 
Sevqar Forest Enterprise, altogether 3839 ha, which was 89 per cent of the total State 
Forest Fund lands. 
 
In addition to State Forest Fund lands there is a calculated forest area of 3386 hectares 
inside or in the adjacent vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. These 
forests belong to the land class of ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests. 
 
The original forest land areas belonging to various categories were accurately mapped 
in the Soviet tradition. After 1988 there have been several changes in the land 
categories, for instance shifts from the category of forests to the category of 
agriculture. Therefore the area figures from 1988 are no more valid for Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises. They can be used as tentative area figures only. It is one of 
the main tasks in the preparation of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Management Plans to 
remap the area, define the current forest boundaries and calculate new areas for the 
both enterprises. 
 
In 1988 forest management plans the total round wood volume stock in Ijevan Forest 
Enterprise was 4.6 million cubic meters (4,561,900 m3) and in Sevqar Forest 
Enterprise 2.9 million cubic meters (2,884,000 m3). They totaled 7.5 million cubic 
meters (7,445,900 m3). Thus the mean round wood volume over the net forest areas 
(39,319 ha) was 172 m3/ha for Ijevan Forest Enterprise, 226 m3/ha for Sevqar Forest 
Enterprise, and on average 189 m3/ha for both of them. 
 
The mean round wood volumes of Ijevan and Sevqar in 1988 forest inventory were 
remarkably high, especially for Sevqar (226 m3/ha). For comparison, the Armenia 
forest resource assessment 1999 (Thuresson et al.) estimated mean volume of 162 
m3/ha (for 215,357 ha). 
 
Since 1988 forest management plans neither areas nor the total or mean volumes 
especially for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises, have not been calculated. The 
forests have partly degraded since the beginning of 1990s, especially in the vicinity of 
population centers. If the national estimate of the drop of seven per cent in the round 
wood volume holds also in Ijevan and Sevgar, it would mean that the present (2004) 
total round wood volume in Ijevan Forest Enterprise would be about 4.3 million cubic 
meters and in Sevqar about 2.7 million cubic meters, totaling 7.0 million cubic 
meters. 
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A second, rough estimate for the present round wood volume and importance of the 
wood resource in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises can be calculated based on the 
annual wood harvesting plans. During the five year period 1999 – 2003 the total 
harvesting plan in Ijevan was 5995 m3 (Mitchell 2004). Out the national total plan of 
76,736 m3 (over 22 forest enterprises) it counted 7.8 per cent. The corresponding 
harvesting plan for Sevqar Forest Enterprise was 11,120 m3 or 14.5 per cent of the 
Armenian total. Provided that the annual harvesting plans between different Forest 
Enterprises reflect the true proportions of exploitable wood volume resource in them, 
out of the Armenian total of 34.8 million cubic meters, the corresponding exploitable 
round wood resource in Ijevan Forest Enterprise would be about 2.7 million cubic 
meters and in Sevqar Forest Enterprise about 5.1 million cubic meters. Together 
Ijevan and Sevqar round wood resource would total 7.8 million cubic meters. 
 
The third way to estimate the total round wood resource of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises at the end of 1990s is to use the 1988 total forested area of 39,319 ha (net 
forest area, possible for exploitation) and the mean volume 162 m3/ha from 1999 
national assessment. For Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises together they would 
give the total round wood volume of 6.4 million cubic meters. 
 
The above rough wood volume estimates for present (2004) Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises contain two uncertainties. We do not know the size of the current forested 
area in the forest enterprises. All the total and mean wood volume estimates which 
refer to 1988 Soviet based round wood volume assessments were done on a stand-
wise basis. The confidence limits (for instance 95 per cent probability range in the 
total wood volume) have not been reported. We do not know afterwards, what was the 
accuracy and reliability of the inventory results in the old Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprise Management Plans. 
 
The standing total wood volume estimate for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises, 
that is based on old inventories and documentation, varies between 6.4 and 7.8 million 
cubic meters. The whole range is probably over-estimate, taking into consideration 
the recent firewood cuttings and other illegal harvesting. It is one of the goals of 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises Forest Inventory and Management Planning to 
calculate new figures, with sufficient accuracy and with established confidence limits, 
for the total round wood volume (million cubic meters) and the mean wood volume 
(m3/ha) for each of the enterprises. 
 
 
212   Forest management planning in Soviet based tradition 
 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprise management plans were prepared according to 
the Soviet principles until 1988, when the last plans were issued. The principles were 
largely similar over the vast territory of the Soviet Union. The principles were 
centrally issued and controlled from Moscow. For Armenia the forest inventories 
were made and the forest management plans prepared by the Georgian Forest 
Research Institute. Most of the inventory staff came from Georgia to Armenian 
forests, they prepared the forest management plans quite independently, and the 
centrally approved, compiled ready forest management plans were sent to Forest 
Enterprises for implementation. 
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The Soviet based forest management plans were done on a 10-year cycle, 
systematically and with scientific principles. In most cases this approach guaranteed 
sustained forestry and careful utilization of natural resources. This was the case for 
instance in Armenia. By many standards the Armenian forestry was in the 1980s in 
sustained stage. This can be concluded from the old, thorough reports and 
management plans, from the old forest photographs, and from old satellite images. It 
can also be concluded by quick surveys of the present forests. The rich heritage of 
both woody biomass and biodiversity resources in remote forests, outside the reach of 
uncontrolled firewood harvesting and illegal cuttings, is still a living proof of the 
power of forest management planning. 
 
The forest management planning in the Soviet tradition is based on the concept of 
kvartal. The forest lands were divided in management units, called kvartals (roughly 
equivalent to term block in English terminology). A kvartal is typically about 100 
hectares by size, or one kilometer by one kilometer by perimeter. The kvartal size has 
not been fixed, but it can vary from 25 ha in highest intensity class of forestry to 800 
ha in lowest intensity class of forestry (Rautio 1996). 
 
The kvartal boundaries preferably follow geographical boundaries, like rivers and 
lakes, valley bottoms, mountain tops and ridges or permanent human structures like 
railways or all weather roads. In large, even forest lands, the kvartals may have been 
drawn as symmetrical rectangular blocks of forest. 
 
Forest inventory and forest management planning were based on a 10 year cycle. At 
the end of each cycle the forests were aerial photographed at scale of 1:15000. Next, 
the aerial photographs (and later also the supporting satellite images) were interpreted 
as office work. The kvartal boundaries were drawn directly into the aerial photograph 
copy. The kvartals were divided, again by drawing in advance, into compartments 
(stands). At the end of the office work, the field work was planned by drafting the 
course, route, timetable as well as the need of manpower and materials for the field 
work. 
 
Provided that the advance aerial interpretation had been successful and accurate, the 
inventory field work consisted mainly of opening the kvartal boundaries and of 
collecting the stand-wise forest inventory data simply by ocular methods, using 
relascope as auxiliary inventory device. 
 
The inventory data was collected from in the field and denoted into the inventory card 
(or field form) as divided into four groups: (i) general information, (ii) site and soil 
information, (iii) tree information, and (iv) information as well as recommendations 
related to proposed silvicultural and harvesting operations. The inventory team had 
with them for the fieldwork a printed set of forest inventory guidelines and 
silvicultural code systems. With the help of the forest inventory field set, all the land 
classes, silvicultural combinations and other information were possible to be recorded 
shortly and accurately to the inventory card (field form).  
 
Each kvartal was divided into stands (compartments) based on the site and stand 
characteristics. The characteristics between neighboring stands (compartments) had to 
differ from each other at least twice times the mean error which was acceptable in the 
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measurements. If they differed enough, two compartments were separated. If they did 
not differ, both stands are interpreted and marked as one compartment. The maximum 
acceptable mean error for the measurements was defined based on the stand 
measurements. Two out of three stands (compartments) had to be within acceptable 
error limits. For rest the acceptable mean error could maximally be only twice as high. 
Systematic error, however, was not acceptable (Valjajev 1994).  
 
The scientific basis of Soviet based forest inventory tradition was firm. By using the 
centrally planned system and centrally trained forest inventory staff the forest 
inventory, with skilful, dutiful and experienced staff, could produce remarkable 
results. From the angle of Armenian forestry the centralized forest inventory system 
had a clear drawback: the Armenian forestry staff got acquainted in the forest 
inventory and management planning, by its scientific foundation and by its developed 
field methods, only by chance. 
 
 
213   Forest management in Armenia since 1988 
 
The regular and systematic forest inventories and management plans along with the 
Soviet tradition established also for Armenia the far reaching basis for sustained forest 
management. For instance in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises the first 
management plans were prepared already in 1931. They were regularly updated, 
principally on a ten years´ time cycle, with intermediate check ups at five years´ time 
points. The last forest management plans in this tradition were prepared for Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises in 1988. 
 
Since 1988 the regular forest inventory and management planning cycle was 
disturbed. The aerial photography was no more available and the recent changes in the 
forest stands (compartment boundaries and contents) were not possible to detect 
straight in the aerial photographs. Very little field work was done to detect the 
changes in the compartments and update the forest management plans. Up to 1993 the 
Forest Management planning was done still by the Forest Research Institute of 
Georgia, but in reality only in theory, as very little happened between 1988 and 1993. 
In effect, the forest management planning has been in standstill in Ijevan and Sevqar 
Forest Enterprises since 1988, and largely in whole Armenia. 
  
In 1993, in the midpoint of the last forest management planning cycle (1988) a 
reassessment on the Armenian forest resource was done (Ghulijanyan et al. 2004). It 
was not a proper forest inventory but rather an updated calculation estimate of the 
round wood resource. The updated estimate was needed as basis in developing the 
Forest Code for Armenia. It was adopted in 1994 (The Forest … 1994). The Forest 
Code has given the broad outlines for the Forest Inventories and preparation of Forest 
Management Plans since 1994. 
 
According to the Forest Code the Forest Management Plans guide the sustainable 
management and utilization of state forests. They define priority areas for 
conservation, silviculture, harvesting and other interventions in the forest, course and 
timing of field operations to be executed, and they also help to avoid non-sustainable 
interventions, like devastating harvesting or overgrazing by cattle. Forest 
Management Plans, and the Forest Inventory process undertaken to prepare these, are 
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the main source of information of forest resources. The plans are developed for 
different purposes, e.g. conservation, protection, planning and usage purposes. 
 
The Forest Management Plan is preceded by Forest Inventory. Article 55 defines that 
the Forest Inventory includes: 
 
• the borders definition of the forest enterprises and inside organizations; 
• maps of forest and its location, distribution; 
• the register of the forest estate, wood species and age classes, the quantitative and 

qualitative features of the forest resources; 
• the definition and location of the cutting areas, for main use and for thinnings and 

sanitation cuttings, as well as the order of their implementation, the kinds of 
cuttings; 

• the classification of forests upon their significance; 
• the accountable cut for all kinds of cuttings; 
• the definition of the volumes of regeneration, forest protection, utilization and pest 

and disease control; 
• the definition of the volume of forest by-use and secondary use. 
 
 
The Forest Management Plans include the measures for conservation, protection, 
reproduction, productivity, efficient use and management of forest enterprises. By 
statute, forest management plans in Armenia cover also now and in the future a ten-
year management period, and they are supposed to be renewed every 10 years. Each 
forest management plan is comprised of main documents and relevant forest maps. 
The main Forest Management Plan document includes:  
 
• A general description of the forest unit, including climatic, social, economic and 

administrative aspects, 
• A general analysis of forest management and forest use in the forest unit,  
• A plan, based on the distribution of timber species and natural habitats, for forest 

product harvesting, protection, conservation, and rehabilitation, 
• Maps of forest units assigned to particular forest enterprises. 
 
 
The following additional guidelines for the contents of Forest Management plans are 
used in Armenia: 
 
• Definition of forest enterprises boundaries and organization of internal economy; 
• Topographical and mapping activities in forest areas; 
• Inventory of forest fund, qualitative and quantitative characteristics, description of 

species and age composition;  
• Measures focused on maintenance, sanitary loggings and intermediate usage, 

forest rehabilitation, conservation and protection; 
• Forest classification according to their significance,  
• Forest rehabilitation loggings, designated logging areas, and the calculation of the 

volumes of intermediate loggings; 
• The usage scopes for secondary, cultural, health and hunting purposes; 
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• The full assessment of previous forest management and use, and further 
organization and development approaches.  

 
Since 1998 the forest management planning has been partially carried out by the 
Armenian Forest Research and Experimental Center (FREC). To date, FREC has 
prepared Forest Management Plans (FMP) for the entire Noyemberyan and Zikatar 
Forest Enterprises and for the Aghorpy Forest District in the Jiliza Forest Enterprise. 
Totally they cover about 30,000 ha. 
 
The total State Forest Fund land in the Noyemberyan Forest Enterprise is 20,560 
hectares and the (net) forested area 18,450 hectares. The estimated round wood 
volume is 3.5 million cubic meters (3,493,000 m3). Thus the mean wood volume over 
the potentially exploitable (net) area is 189 m3/ha/a. The Mean Annual Increment 
(MAI) was estimated at 1.8 m3/ha/. The Current Annual Increment (based on the last 
5 years) was estimated at clearly higher, at 3.3 m3/ha/a. For the whole Noyemberyan 
Forest Enterprise it gives the total annual wood volume growth of 60,900 cubic 
meters per year. As the annual harvesting plan is only 22,000 cubic meters per year 
and if the plan can be followed, the Noyemberyan Forest Enterprise is in a good state 
of sustained forestry. 
 
The total State Forest Fund land in the Zikatar Forest Enterprise is 6700 hectares and 
the (net) forested area 6100 hectares. The estimated round wood volume is 1.0 million 
cubic meters. The mean wood volume over the potentially exploitable (net) area is 
thus 164 m3/ha/a. The Mean Annual Increment (MAI) was estimated at 1.7 m3/ha/a. 
The Current Annual Increment (based on the last 5 years) was estimated at 2.5 
m3/ha/a. For the whole Zikatar Forest Enterprise it gives the total annual wood 
volume growth of 15,300 cubic meters per year. As the annual harvesting plan is only 
3500 cubic meters per year and if the plan can be followed, also the Zikatar Forest 
Enterprise is in a good state of sustained forestry.  
 
Another forest management plan was prepared in 2001 for Jiliza Forest Enterprise, for 
its Aghorpy Forest District. The total forest area of the district was 3896 ha and the 
total volume 802,239 cubic meters. Thus the mean volume was 206 m3/ha. 
 
All the three recent forest enterprise forest management plans show a remarkably high 
mean round wood volume. It varies between 164 m3/ha and 206 m3/ha. For 
comparison, the mean round wood volume in Finnish forests is about 100 m3/ha, and 
in very special districts it exceeds 150 m3/ha. Noyemberyan, Zikatar and Jiliza Forest 
Enterprises are remote forest areas, far from population centers, and it seems that the 
forest degradation of 1990s has not reached them. The high mean wood volume tells 
also that there is a considerable proportion of old, large trees, in the forest 
composition. Generally, that indicates that the level of biodiversity conservation and 
species richness are high. That is a widely acknowledged fact for majority of 
Armenian old broad-leaved forests. 
 
The preparation of the Noyemberyan, Zikatar and Jiliza Forest Enterprises forest 
management plans followed the traditional standards. There is definite need to 
develop the forest management plans for the next enterprises so that they can meet the 
prevailing international standards. New elements should be added for instance from 
some best practice methodologies for the protection of High Conservation Value 
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Forests (HCVF), or from various ‘Green forests’ initiatives. Armenia has also signed 
and ratified in 1990s important international agreements concerning forests and 
biodiversity. This must have impact in the forest management planning too. 
 
 
214   Tree and forest growth models 
 
The traditional forest management planning relied on tabulated information about tree 
and forest stand characteristics and about their development over the life cycle of a 
tree or a forest stand. The tabulated information was used especially in forecasting the 
future growth and in calculating the limits for sustainable harvests over the 10 years 
period ahead which the forest management plan defined. 
 
For trained forest management specialist (taxator) the process was rather simple. The 
accuracy of the manual method is not, however, sufficient nowadays, as computer 
power is available to carry out more precise (and complicated) calculations to forecast 
the forest growth and the potential harvesting possibilities. 
 
After carrying out the field measurements in the forest inventory, the field data is 
nowadays computed into final results with the help of various tree and growth models. 
The single tree measurements (diameter and height) are converted into cubic meters 
using volume equations. As the tree forms vary between the tree species, each tree 
needs its own volume equation. In addition, the tree form is affected by the site class 
(bonitet) of the forest and for the highest accuracy the tree volume function is 
prepared for each site class separately. 
 
The following example (Table 1) illustrates the output of a volume equation for 
oriental beech (Fagus orientalis). After giving the diameter and height of the tree the 
volume function gives the outcoming wood volume in total, which is usually divided 
in (commercial) stem volume, firewood and branches. 
 
 
Table 1 
Volume table, Fagus orientalis, height class I     
        
Diameter Height Stem volume Firewood Branches Total volume 

cm m m3 m3 m3 m3 
8 14.4 0.024 0.010 0.006 0.040 

12 16.9 0.059 0.023 0.009 0.091 
16 18.9 0.121 0.049 0.024 0.194 
20 20.8 0.232 0.063 0.041 0.336 
24 21.9 0.370 0.075 0.057 0.502 
28 23.4 0.541 0.081 0.074 0.696 
32 24.5 0.721 0.087 0.090 0.898 
36 26.6 0.973 0.093 0.116 1.182 
40 27.6 1.187 0.097 0.144 1.428 
44 28.8 1.607 0.101 0.184 1.892 
48 30.2 2.001 0.103 0.208 2.312 
52 31.2 2.403 0.105 0.220 2.728 
56 32.0 2.875 0.108 0.229 3.212 
60 32.7 3.322 0.111 0.255 3.688 
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Such tree volume equations do not exist for Armenian forests. Applicable volume 
equations may be found elsewhere in the Caucasus region (for instance in Georgia), 
but their applicability should be verified in Armenia. This needs to be done at least for 
the most important tree genii Fagus, Quercus and Carpinus. 
 
After determining the tree volume equations the next step is to forest growth 
equations, or more generally forest growth and yield models. They show the 
development of stand characteristics as a function of time (in years of the stand age). 
Also the growth and yield models are separate for each species, and for each site 
class. 
 
The following example (Table 2) illustrates the output of a growth and yield model 
for Caucasian oaks (Quercus sp.).  After giving the species, site class (bonitet) and 
time in years, the growth and yield model tells how a normal stand, in full density, has 
developed by that age: which is the mean diameter and height, how much wood 
volume has grown etc. 
 
 
Table 2. 
Growth table for Caucasian oaks, site class II     
         
Age Diameter Height Density Volume CAI MAI 

years cm M trees/ha m3/ha m3/ha/a m3/ha/a 
20 5.5 7.7 7365 79   4.0 
30 9.2 10.7 3369 129 5.0 4.3 
40 12.8 13.7 2069 188 5.9 4.7 
50 16.4 16.4 1420 246 5.8 4.9 
60 19.9 19.0 1064 308 6.2 5.1 
70 23.4 21.1 819 359 5.1 5.1 
80 26.8 22.8 654 403 4.4 5.0 
90 30.2 24.2 533 440 3.7 4.9 

100 33.5 25.3 445 470 3.0 4.7 
110 36.7 26.2 377 493 2.3 4.5 
120 39.8 26.9 325 511 1.8 4.3 
130 42.8 27.5 284 526 1.5 4.0 
140 45.7 28.0 251 540 1.4 3.9 

CAI = Current Annual Increment, MAI = Mean Annual Increment 
 
 
Similarly to tree volume equations, special growth and yield models do not exist 
neither for Armenia in general, nor for different tree species especially. Forest growth 
models may be available from current Russian literature and from Georgia. 
 
While preparing the Forest Management Plans for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises it is a technical task of the project to collect the existing background 
material for tree volume models and forest growth models from Armenia, from 
elsewhere in Caucasus and from Russian literature. The models are to be tested and 
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their applicability verified in Northern Armenian conditions. The best possible models 
are to be included in the forest management plans for possible wider use in Armenia.  
 
 
22   Main functions of the forest enterprise 
 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises are two among altogether 22 Forest Enterprises 
(FE) in the country. Together the Forest Enterprises form a government body called 
Hayantar (“ARMFOR, Armenian Forestry Service”). Hayantar is in control of the 
state´s forest estate. 
 
The main functions of the forest enterprise can be derived from the Forest Code 1994. 
The Forest Code 1999 defines in its Article 4, that “All forests of the Republic of 
Armenia as well as non-forested areas included in the forest estate form the state 
forest estate of the Republic of Armenia. The forest estate is composed of forests of 
state significance which are in possession of the forest enterprises; or of forests of 
special state significance which are included forests of special protected area system.” 
  
In Tavush region forests of regular state significance belong for instance to Ijevan or 
Sevqar Forest Enterprise. Through Hayantar they are under Ministry of Agriculture. 
Dilijan State Preserve, in the same region is an example of a forest area of special 
state significance. Through Bioresources Management Agency it belongs to Ministry 
of Nature Protection.  
 
Under Armenian law, Hayantar is classified as a non-commercial state organisation 
(NCSO). It however functions in the manner of a state owned commercial company 
(closed state joined stock company - CSJSC).  Hayantar has the function of 
controlling and co-ordinating the 22 Forest Enterprises (FEs). They are individual 
legal entities which operate for income generating purposes. The Forest Enterprises 
are subsidiaries of Hayantar and thus also completely state owned. The Forest 
Enterprises are charged with the task of implementing the forest management plans in 
the productive state forest and the protection and regeneration of the forest fund in 
their areas. 
 
The location of Forest Enterprises can be seen in the organizational setup of forestry 
in the Ministry of Agriculture (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Organizational setup of forestry in the Ministry of Agriculture in 2004. 

 
source: Mitchell 2004 
 
 
As a part of Hayantar the Forest Enterprises follow the state forest functions at 
regional level. In the following the functions of the Forest Enterprise (as part of 
Hayantar) have been divided in six: 
  
 
• Ownership function: Forest Enterprise is forest owner. CJSC Hayantar is the main 

owner of Armenian state forests today. 
• Production function: Forest Enterprise is manager of its own forests. Hayantar is 

both owner and manager of the state forests. This presupposes sufficient financial 
conditions for the utilisation rights of wood and non-wood forest products and for 
further delivery of user rights (licences, concessions) to second party. 

• Protection function:  Through sustained forest management, maintenance of 
sufficient forest cover and control of erosion the Forest Enterprise protects the 
important water resources of the country 

• Conservation function: Forest Enterprise is in its geographical area the main 
conservators of forest resource including the biodiversity, special biotopes, 
landscapes and eco-cultural monuments 

• Recreational function: Forest Enterprise takes care and markets the important 
recreation areas located in the forest. 

• Supporting function: Forest Enterprise may participate for instance in state forest 
extension, forest education and research. 
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In the utmost sense the Forest Enterprise (according to its nomination “enterprise”) is 
a unit with economical and financial function. It has annual budget, it has annual 
income and it has annual expenditure. Its economic function is to have positive 
financial balance for every year. The main flow of annual income must come from the 
own assets of the Forest Enterprise: from licenses of timber sales or concessions, from 
sales of hay-making or grazing rights, or from entrance fees to protected areas of 
special camping sites. If national nature protection tasks, maintaining special biotopes 
or special biodiversity conservation duties are imposed on Forest Enterprises, it may 
be justified that minor part of the Forest Enterprise´s annual income comes regularly 
from the Government budget (by Parliament´s decision). 
 
 
23    Ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests 
 
The great majority of Armenian forest lands belong to the category State Forest Fund 
land. There is also another category of forests in Armenia. Although they are smaller 
in area as compared to State Forest Lands, their ecological importance may be bigger 
in Armenia, as these forest lands may have been the origin of Armenian forests 
degradation in 1990s. These forest lands are called ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests. 
 
During the Soviet period, starting in 1950s it was customary to delineate a piece of 
forest from the State Forest Fund for the use of sovhozes and kolhozes. Each of these 
forests was typically about 250 ha in size. After the Soviet period, the ex-sovhoz and 
ex-kolhoz forests were principally returned to State Forest Fund, but not all. 
Sometimes the process was not completed. Some areas had meanwhile been moved 
from category of forest lands to category of agricultural lands. Some earlier ex-sovhoz 
and ex-kolhoz lands had been privatized for permanent agricultural use. 
 
After the disintegration of the Soviet bloc and consequent economic reforms the role 
and function of the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests has been unclear. In Armenia the 
forest degradation of 1990s has been heaviest just in these patches of forests. 
 
Over the years the villagers had got used to their village or communal forests. It is 
unclear if the transfer of usage rights of ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests from the 
communities to Hayantar was not accepted by all communities and villagers. After 
1991 the firewood harvesting and utilization, especially grazing, of the ex-sovhoz and 
ex-kolhoz forests continued in earlier manner, if not even more intensively. 
 
There are 13 communities (villages) inside or in the vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar 
Forest enterprises that have connection to ex-sovhoz or ex-kolhoz forests (Table 2). 
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Table 2. 
Ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz community forests inside and   
in the vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises   
 
Forest Enterprise  Village Area    
Ijevan Forest Enterprise Aigehovt 165 ha 
  Enogavan 243 ha 
  Gandzagar 874 ha 
  Getahovit 143 ha 
  Ghashtarak 302 ha 
  Hovk 348 ha 
  Lusahovit 70 ha 
  Vazashen 133 ha 
  subtotal 2 278 ha 
      
Sevqar Forest Enterprise Aehadjur 281 ha 
  Aknaghbyur 285 ha 
  Kirantz 139 ha 
  Sevqar 288 ha 
  Tzaghevan 115 ha 
  subtotal 1 108 ha 
      
Total Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises 3 386 ha

 
 
 
The average size of the ex-sovhoz or ex-kolhoz forest in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprise areas, is 282 hectares. Their total area is 3386 ha. Part of this area has been 
transferred back to Hayantar, but that amount is not exactly known. 
 
From the land administration point of view the situation with ex-sovhoz and ex-
kolhoz forests is most unclear. Originally the sovhoz and kolhoz forests were never 
demarcated in a sufficient manner. There are no boundary beacons or opened 
boundary lines for the forests. The mapping of the sovhoz and kolhoz forests was 
inadequate. The master maps might have been accurate, but there were too few copies 
of the maps. The remaining master maps are often worn out and their texts have 
faded. 
 
In the year 2004 there are not unquestionable ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz maps, with 
identical copies with stakeholders and administrators. Instead, several different map 
versions on the same area may exist. Or in extreme case, the original maps have 
disappeared. The proportion of ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forest land area converted to 
agricultural land (and later privatized) is unclear. 
 
Preparation of multi-targeted, participatory forest management plans for ex-sovhoz 
and ex-kolhoz forests is a major, previously unknown challenge in the overall forest 
management planning for Ijevan and Sevqar. The people´s participation in the 
sustained management of the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests, which are nearest to 
their homesteads, may well be the model for the broader acceptance by public of the 
modern forest management approach. If the sustained forestry is achieved through 
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stakeholders´ participation in the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests, it may well be 
followed in the Armenian forestry as a whole. Or the other way round: if the 
stakeholders´ participation fails in the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests, and the 
degradation of these lands develops into permanently eroded stage, there is little hope 
that people´s participation in sustained forestry is achieved in broader scale either. 
 
 
24   Productive functions of the forest enterprise 
 
241 Wood products 
 
In order to fulfill its economic and financial function the forest enterprise is expected, 
besides conserving and sustaining the forest resources in its territory, to bring income 
to the Government and provide regular employment with adequate salaries to its staff. 
Forest enterprise can for instance sell timber, own commercial saw mills, sell licenses 
for firewood harvesting and make contracts for leasing out grazing rights. 
  
Commercially the main source of income in the Forest Enterprises is in the production 
of saw logs. In the Hayantar and Forest Enterprises´statistics it is referred to as 
“timber production”. The harvesting for timber production happens almost solely as 
sanitary cuttings. A typical case in the recent years has been harvesting of wind-fallen 
mature beech trees. 
 
The timber production both in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises has been quite 
modest in the recent years (1999 – 2003), slightly over 1000 cubic meters per year in 
each of the enterprises (Table 3). 
 
 
Table 3. Timber production statistics for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises in 1999 
– 2003, in round wood cubic meters. 
Year Ijevan Sevqar Total 
1999 506 274 780 
2000 1801 2033 3834 
2001 1050 1550 2600 
2002 818 1498 2316 
2003 1190 1580 2770 
Mean (5 years) 1073 1387 2460 
Source: Mitchell 2004 
 
 
For the rough total area of Ijevan Forest Enterprise (25,000 ha) the mean timber 
production in 1999 – 2003 was 0.043 m3/ha/a. For the rough total area of Sevqar 
Forest Enterprise (20,000 ha) the mean timber production in 1999 – 2003 was 0.069 
m3/ha/a. 
 
After timber production the next important source of income is in firewood. Firewood 
is sold from the Forest Enterprise in two ways, either as standing or as wood waste. 
The wood waste refers usually to tops and branches that are left on the harvesting 
ground after transporting away the logs for timber production. 
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The total firewood sales (in solid cubic meters) from Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises are about five times more than the timber harvesting (Table 4). The 
neighbourhood of Ijevan town increases the firewood need. The Ijevan firewood sales 
are about two times as high as Sevqar firewood sales. 
 
 
Table 4. Total volume of firewood sales (standing and waste wood) in Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises in 1999 – 2003, cubic meters (solid). 
Year Ijevan Sevqar Total 
1999 11694 1903 13597 
2000 7182 5729 12911 
2001 7500 5117 12617 
2002 5011 3568 8579 
2003 9107 5534 14641 
Mean (5 years) 8099 4370 12469 
Source: Mitchell 2004 
 
 
For the rough total area of Ijevan Forest Enterprise (25,000 ha) the mean total 
firewood production (sales) in 1999 – 2003 was 0.324 m3/ha/a. For the rough total 
area of Sevqar Forest Enterprise (20,000 ha) the mean total firewood production 
(sales) in 1999 – 2003 was 0.219 m3/ha/a (solid cubic meters). 
 
The total (legal, official, reported in the statistics) wood production In Ijevan Forest 
Enterprise, including timber and firewood, was during 1999 – 2003 on average 0.367 
m3/ha/a. In Sevqar Forest Enterprise it was 0.288 m3/ha/a (solid cubic meters). 
 
The main part of the monetary income from the forestry to the forest enterprises 
comes from the timber production. In Ijevan Forest Enterprise the timber has been 
sold out at average price of 19,000 AMD/m3. This has given average gross income to 
the enterprise of 20.4 million AMD per year. In Sevqar Forest Enterprise the 
corresponding timber price was somewhat lower (16,800 AMD/m3), but as the 
amount of timber was higher, the total income to the enterprise was somewhat higher, 
23.3 million AMD per year (Table 5). 
 
 
Table 5. Value of timber production for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises in 1999 
– 2003, million AMD per annum, average price in AMD/m3 (solid). 
Year Ijevan Sevqar Total 
1999 7.8 3.5 11.3 
2000 16.8 28.2 45.0 
2001 25.3 14.7 40.0 
2002 21.9 41.4 63.3 
2003 30.3 28.9 59.2 
Mean (5 years) 20.4 23.3 43.8 
Average price 19 000 16 800 17 800 
Source: Mitchell 2004 
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The value of timber production per hectare was in Ijevan Forest Enterprise on average 
816 AMD/ha/a and in Sevqar 1170 AMD/ha/a. 
 
Firewood sales are another important source of income. Even if the firewood prices 
are lower the value of firewood sales in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises (Table 
6) was roughly the same as the value of timber sales. 
 
 
Table 6. Value of total firewood sales (standing and waste firewood) for Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises in 1999 – 2003, million AMD per annum, average price in 
AMD/m3 (solid). 
Year Ijevan Sevqar Total 
1999 18.5 3.2 21.7 
2000 23.4 22.3 45.7 
2001 27.4 18.2 45.6 
2002 27.3 18.3 45.6 
2003 53.2 28.7 81.9 
Mean (5 years) 30.0 18.1 48.1 
Average price 3700 4140 3860 
Source: Mitchell 2004 
 
 
Calculated as per hectare and as per annum the value of firewood production (sales) in 
Ijevan Forest Enterprise was 1200 AMD/ha/a and in Sevqar 905 AMD/ha/a. 
 
The total value of the official (legal) wood production in Ijevan Forest Enterprise, as 
per hectare per year, was 2020 AMD/ha/a. In Sevqar Forest Enterprise it was 2080 
AMD/ha/a.  The both figures are rather low, about 3.7 USD per hectare per annum. 
For comparison, a reference target in commercial forestry might well in Europe be 
100 USD/ha/a for medium site classes and 200 USD/ha/a for better site classes. 
 
It is widely known fact in Armenia that the so called legal wood production: officially 
planned, implemented and reported wood production (timber and firewood) has since 
the beginning of 1990s not been corresponding to the real situation in the field. 
Besides legal wood production there has been a substantial amount of illegal wood 
production in the country. 
 
In a recent survey and analysis (Mitchell 2004) the following statistics and 
conclusions were made for whole Armenia, for the period 1999 – 2003. 
The legal wood production from Forest Enterprises (and some from Dilijan state 
forest reserve) was 62,800 m3/a, out of which the share of timber production was 
10,900 m3/a.  
 
Total wood production estimate calculated from truck movements survey was 
213,100 m3/a. This would give the share of illegal wood production at 150,300 m3/a, 
or at 71 per cent. 
 
The total wood production estimate based on additional survey on community wood 
consumption was 567,600 m3/a. This would give the share of illegal wood production 
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at 504,800 m3/a, or at 89 per cent. Calculated over the total forested land of 334,100 
ha it will give the total illegal wood harvesting rate in Armenia of 1.5 m3/ha/ha 
 
It is fare to assume that share of illegal cuttings in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises follows the national pattern. This means that the true wood production has 
been around 2-3 m3/ha/a which is near to the level of sustainability. From purely 
economic point of view the illegal wood harvesting is a considerable loss to Forest 
Enterprises. This is illustrated by the following calculation example. Let us assume 
that amount of 1.5 m3/ha/a is harvested illegally over 45,000 hectares of Ijevan and 
Sevqar. Totally it is 67,500 cubic meters in a year. If firewood licences could be sold 
out at mean price of 1750 AMD/m3, the total loss to Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises is about 118 million AMD per year. 
 
 
242 Non-wood products 
 
Modern forestry, even in the sense of monetary returns, is not any more only timber 
and firewood production. The Non-Wood Forest Products (NWFP) from the forests 
and are becoming more and more important everywhere in the world, also in 
Armenia. This was taken into consideration already in 1994, in the preparation of the 
Armenian Forest code. In its Article 17 the Forest Code 1999 defines the various 
kinds of forest utilization. In the forest enterprises the following forest utilization 
activities can be carried out: 
 
• wood production 
• wood production of secondary significance (stumps) 
• secondary forest use (hay making, grazing, bees, fruits, nuts, berries, mushrooms 

collection) 
• hunting activities 
• using the forests for research work 
• recreational use of forests 
 
The main non-wood forest products (NWFP) are listed in the secondary forest use. 
Their order is also the apparent order of their importance to the local people (perhaps 
complemented with the collection of medicinal plants). 
 
Hay making and grazing in terms of area and activity distribution are considered to be 
the most important non-wood forest products in Armenia. Potentially they could bring 
considerable annual revenue to the forest enterprises if licensing and the license fee 
collection could be organized in a rational manner. Currently the license fees for hay 
making and grazing bring almost nothing to the Forest Enterprises. At least, and 
compared to timber production and firewood sales, it is not seen in the annual 
statistics. Revenue collection from hay-making and grazing licenses could be an 
example of the issues that should be discussed and solved first at the level of 
community forests before it can get wider acceptance in the State Forest Fund lands. 
 
Besides hay-making and grazing the multi-targeted forest management planning 
would mainly deal with traditional non-wood products, which the citizens can collect 
free of charge. The Forest Coder 1994, Article 21 defines that the citizens have got 
the right to be in forests, and to collect for their own consumption wild fruits, berries, 
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nuts, mushrooms and other food products. Only when the collection exceeds the limit 
of own use the Forest Enterprise can consider having the collection licensed. A 
selection of such Armenian traditional non-wood products is shown in Table 7. 
 
 
Table 7. 
Non-wood Armenian plants   
     
Scientific name English name Product
Allium ursinum Ramson food 
Allium victoralis Ramson food 
Amygdalis communis Almond nut 
Asparagus officinalis Asparagus food 
Cornus mas Cornelian cherry berry 
Corylus avellana Hazelnut nut 
Crataegus sp. Haw thorn food 
Elaeagnus angustifolius Oleander food 
Fagus orientalis Beech food? 
Grossularia reclinata Gooseberry berry 
Hippophae ramnoides Sea-buckthorn berry 
Juglans regia Walnut nut 
Mentha longifolia Mint spice 
Mespilus germanica Medlar food 
Polygonaum glaberrinum Solomon´s seal food 
Prunus divaricata Cherry plum fruit 
Prunus spinosa Blackthorn berry 
Punica granatum Pomegranate fruit 
Pyrus sp. Pear fruit 
Ribes sp. Currant berry 
Rubus caesius Dewberry berry 
Rubus idaeus Raspberry berry 
Rumex crispus Dock sorrel food 

 
 
 
Even if the production of traditional non-wood products can hardly bring revenue to 
the Forest Enterprise, it is preferable to promote their collection. It gives positive 
publicity to the Forest Enterprise and enhances people´s interest in participation in the 
forest management planning. 
 
By promoting the collection of traditional non-wood products also additional income  
would be generated through provision of fruit trees and shrubs (pear, dew berry, 
cornelian cherry, walnut, sea-buckthorn, currant, raspberry etc.), by provision of 
medicinal plants (lime, barber, dog-rose etc.), as well as creation of favorable stand 
conditions for edible mushrooms. 
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It is the task of multi-targeted forest inventory and management plan to pay enough 
attention to non-wood forest products and their production areas. The occurrence and 
potential of such areas must be recorded in the field inventory. An immediate step to 
promote collection of non-wood products is to show in the forest management plan 
such potential kvartals and compartment which have high non-wood forest products 
value and print the occurrence of these areas in thematic maps. 
 
 
25   Protective functions of the forest management unit 
 
The protective functions of the Forest Enterprises (or in larger sense the Hayantar) 
have been considered very high in the Forest Code 1994. It defines in Article 11 that 
 
“In accordance with their location and functional items the state forests of the 
Republic of Armenia are classified as: 
 
• protection forests; 
• social forests; 
• forests of special significance” 
 
Protection forests are grown and managed either for (1) water protection, which are 
situated near to rivers, streams, lakes or reservoirs, or in the neighbourhood of the 
resort centres; or for (2) soil protection (anti-erosion). 
 
The fact that the protective forest function has been considered as high as above is a 
reflection of the fact that the immeasurable useful qualities of forests include their 
environmental, soil protection, water accumulation and climate regulating qualities. 
For a mountainous country like Armenia the soil protection and erosion control are 
more important than the wood production in material or financial sense. 
 
The soil-protecting qualities of forests are conditioned by the level of development of 
their components, stands in general. Grass roots are spread near the surface, the 
deepest are the roots of adult trees. From the soil to the bedrocks the soil layer is 
saturated with root network. This is the reason that in mountainous areas after forest 
cutting it is not allowed to harvest the stumps. Disturbing the root network will start 
erosion. 
 
Soil protection qualities are closely linked to the water regulating quality of the forest. 
A large part of the snow and rain is maintained in the canopy of the forest and 
evaporated from there. The remaining part which falls to the ground penetrates into 
soil or flows as a surface current. Part of soil water is used by plants. The remaining 
part joins ground waters and feeds springs, creeks and rivers. Abundant, lush forests 
enhance conservation of moisture to the ground, even in mountainous areas with steep 
slopes, and thus prevent erosion. In addition, the forests mitigate floods, regulate the 
permanent flows in springs and rivers, and protect water reservoirs from sediments. 
For a country with highly fragmented terrain, such as Armenia, where around 60 per 
cent of the mountain slopes are eroded to various degrees, the forest vegetation has 
high significance for preventing erosion process (Gabrielyan et al. 2001). 
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The above described phenomena are clearly seen by comparing the Tavush marz 
rivers after the rains. Those rivers are muddy and murky which are flowing through 
areas with high population pressure and excessive cutting on the mountain slopes, like 
the main river flowing through the Ijevan town. On the contrary, those river waters 
are clear and clean that are flowing from densely forested and protected mountains, 
like the river flowing through Sevqar forest and Kirantz village. 
 
 
26    Special functions of the forest conservation 
 
261  Biodiversity conservation 
 
The biodiversity of Armenia is very rich in comparison with its small occupies area. 
About 3500 plant species (about half of the whole Caucasian flora) grow and more 
than 500 species of vertebrate animals inhabit the territory of Armenia, including 
about 300 bird species, more than 50 species of reptile, 8 species of amphibious, more 
than 20 species of fish and 80 species of mammals. The group of insects includes 10-
12 thousand species, other invertebrates more than 1000.  
 
For the better conservation of threatened and rare species have been established the 
Red Books of Plants and Animals species of Armenia. They are compiling different 
information regarding the threatened and rare species, their ecological conditions, 
geographic distribution and biological specifications as well as information on present 
condition and conservation measures. The basic requirement for the registration of the 
species in the Red Books, are the reduction of their quantities and area distribution, 
deterioration of the existing conditions and data on extinction threats. The Red Books 
have been prepared according to the biological diversity state inventory results. 
 
According to the criteria mentioned above it has been prepared the Red Books of Rare 
and Endangered Species of Plants (1988) and Animals (1987). 387 species of flora are 
registered at the Armenia Red Book of Flora or 12% of the flora. All the plant species 
are classified according the following 5 categories: 
 

• 0 – Extinct Species - 35, which have not met in the nature during the years, but 
maybe still existing in inaccessible areas or in cultivation; 

• 1 – Under the immediate threats of extinction – 129, their further existence 
impossible without special conservation measures implementation; 

• 2 – Rare Species - 155, which are not directly prone to extinction, but are 
meeting not in high quantities and in limited areas specialized growing areas 
and can rapidly extinct; 

• 3 – Decreasing Species -59, their distribution areas are decreasing during the 
time period due to natural or human interference; 

• 4 – Indefinite Species -8, which are maybe under the threats but there is not 
sufficient information on their present distribution area. 

 
In addition 84 plant species have been recorded at the Red Book of the former USSR 
published in 1984. The Red Book of Fauna of Armenia includes 99 species, which are 
without exemptions are vertebrates. Differ from the Plants red Book there are not 
classified under the IUCN criteria requirements. 39 of the mentioned 99 species were 
included in the Red Book of the former USSR.  
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Forests in the north of Armenia, in Tavush Marz and in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises are in the centre of the biodiversity richness in Armenia. While a broad-
scale biodiversity assessment might be interested in all species in Animal and Plant 
Kingdom, the Forest Inventory is interested in the occurrence of various tree species. 
Out of the about 80 trees and higher shrubs which are likely to be found in Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises forests, nine species are under special surveillance (Table 
8.) as they are under various levels of endangered biodiversity threat. 
 
 
Table 8. Rare or endangered tree species in 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises area 
Species IUCN code
Rhamnus pallasii 1 
Populus tremula 2 
Sorbus caucasica 2 
Acer trautvetteri 3 
Juglans regia 3 
Juniperus foetidissima 3 
Juniperus oblonga 3 
Juniperus polycarpos 3 
Tilia caucasica 3 

 
 
It is a part of the Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises forest inventories to record the 
occurrence of all tree species in the sample plots. If rare or endangered tree species 
are found in the forest, their occurrence must be denoted. In such case it must be 
considered if the occurrence gives reason to delineate a special biotope in the forest. 
 
 
262  Conservation of landscape and particular habitats 
 
The law of 1991 on Specially Protected Nature Areas in Armenia defines four 
categories of protected areas: i) state reserves (arghelotz), ii) national parks, iii) state 
reservations (arghelavaire) and iv) natural monuments (bnutyan houshardzan). The 
total area of the specially protected areas is 311,000 ha. More than 10 per cent of the 
territory of Armenia has thus been protected. The current protected areas comprise 
one National Park (Lake Sevan National Park), five State Reserves (including Dilijan 
State Reserve), 22 State Reservations (Partial Reserves) and various natural 
monuments.  
 
The Dilijan State Reserve (28,000 ha) is nearest to Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises. It is also located in Tavush Marz. It was established as a protected area in 
1958 to preserve valuable beech forests from cuttings imposed by the former Soviet 
Union. It was under the management of Hayantar until 1988, and later under Ministry 
of Nature Protection. 
 
State Reservations (Partial Reserves) are distributed all over Armenia. Five of them 
are situated in Tavush Region, and one in Ijevan (Table 9). 
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Table 9. Partial reserves in Tavush Marz. 
PARTIAL RESERVES    
Hazel-nut  1958 40 Tavush 
Akhnabat Yew Grove  1958 25 Tavush 
Gandzakar  1971 6800 Tavush 
Ijevan  1971 7800 Tavush 
Getik  1971 6000 Tavush 

 
 
 
Out of the forested area of the country (334,000 ha) the protected areas cover about 
150,000 ha. Within this area, about 100,000 ha are closed forests. This means that 
about 30 per cent of Armenian forests are within designated protected areas. It is a 
high proportion in any international comparison.  
 
The management of protected areas is shared between the Ministry of Nature 
Protection, Ministry of Agriculture and Hayantar. Hayantar is responsible for 14 
protected areas (reservations). Lake Sevan National Park and all state reserves are 
under the Ministry of Nature Protection. 
 
There is plan to establish a new protected forest area inside Sevqar Forest Enterprise.  
According to the recent decision made by the Government of the Armenian Republic 
Forest Research and Experimental Centre should study the possibilities and prepare a 
plan to establish “Kirantz Canyon” protected area to reinforce the recreation 
capacities. 
 
 
263  Conservation of natural and historical monuments 
 
Armenia is a classical example of combined ancient medieval and modern 
civilizations, culture, art, science, literature and history. The country has a long 
history and there is a plenty of historical monuments in country, like churches, 
statutes and historical recreation areas. Often they are situated in places where the 
nature is extraordinarily beautiful. Sometimes the monuments are inside the forests. 
The monuments can be divided in two broad categories. 
 
First, there are rare objects of nature (monuments of nature). By characterizing 
Armenia as "an open-air museum" one takes into account the monuments of nature, 
which are marvellous sites not made by human hands. Having exceptional scientific, 
historical, cultural and aesthetic characteristics, these monuments are attractive both 
from the cognitive scientific point, as well as from the point of aesthetics and nature 
studies and research. Presently some 600 monuments have been found in Armenia. 
Monuments of nature play a definite role for the development of viable ecotourism for 
the country. 
 
Second, there are historical or architectural monuments, made by human hand. 
Armenia has a 3-4 millennium state, rich history and culture. Heritage of Armenian 
people, created within millenniums, can be met in every step. The followings are 
ranked among the world human heritage: Haghpat, Sanahin, Goshavank, Echmiadzin, 
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Geghard, Noravank and many other monastery complexes, as well as the Hellenic 
style temple of Garni, medieval fortresses of Amberd, Lori Berd, and many others. 
 
Thus, brief description of recreation resources shows that the Republic of Armenia 
has its rich reserves and, if there is adequate investment, it is possible to create a 
highly developed multi-sector recreation industry and international tourism, which 
would become one the leading and main sectors of economy in Armenia by all the 
socio-economic and ecological parameters. 
 
There is a number of cultural and historical monuments in Ijevan and Sevqar forest 
enterprise areas (Table 10). 
 
 
Table 10. Cultural and historical monuments in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprise 
areas 
Site Source of interest 
Aragalotz old church 
Kirantz cultural and historical site 
Deghznut cultural and historical site 
Samson cultural and historical site 
Makaravanq cultural and historical site 
Astvatzatzin Middle Ages´ bridge 
Mahkanaberd cultural and historical site 
Nor Berd cultural and historical site 
Katzaret cultural and historical site 
Mesropashen cultural and historical site 
 
 
The location of cultural and historical monuments must be recorded separately in the 
forest inventory maps and forest management plans as they require a sufficient buffer 
zone around them. Well preserved buffer zone together with attractive monument is a 
potential source of ecotourism revenue to the Forest Enterprise in the future. 
 
 
27   Recreational functions of the forest management unit 
 
The cultural monuments, landscape diversity, favourable climate, healthy mineral 
waters, often connected to forests have been serving grounds for the development of 
recreational sector. The resources have an important role for the country's socio-
economic development. Recreational possibilities are divided in Armenia in four 
groups (TACIS 2002) 
 

• Sanatoriums and sanitary prophylactic centres 
• Rest homes, resorts, sports centres 
• Tourist centres 
• Pupils' camps 

 
For Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises the most important of them will be the 
pupils´ camps. They will have also an educational role to teach to the pupils the 
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values of forests in the everyday life of Armenians. Next important recreational 
possibility is in tourist centres. The first one may well be the Kirantz Canyon in 
Sevqar Forest Enterprise, which is already under development. 
 
Also the potential recreational sites must be observed in the forest inventory and 
management planning. A sufficient buffer zone is to be reserved around the camps 
and centres, where the forestry activities are limited. 
 
 
28   Infrastructure and its role 
 
Wood harvesting, such as thinning and regeneration fellings of over-mature stands, 
would be regular part in the new Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises forest 
management plans. It is assumed that the wood harvesting would be based on sound 
silvicultural, technical and managerial methods and the forests under treatment would 
not be damaged. Environmentally friendly logging techniques will minimize impact 
on ecosystems and their biodiversity. Clear cutting will not be favoured but rather 
selective methods. 
 
Wood harvesting in high forests under mountainous conditions, when only 
sustainable, environmentally sound harvesting methods are used, is practically 
impossible without a forest road network of considerable density. Low road density 
results in overexploitation of accessible areas, and at the same to underexploitation of 
inaccessible areas. Existing forest roads in Armenia are not being maintained 
regularly and practically no new forest roads have been constructed. A part of future 
forest management in Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises would thus be the 
maintenance of road network. 
 
The obvious risks associated with forest road rehabilitation and subsequent 
sustainable harvesting may be minimized through a number of safeguards: an 
objective biodiversity assessment is needed to identify most important areas of forest 
for biodiversity conservation to be avoided for road rehabilitation and harvest (key 
biotopes, positive and negative effects). 
 
Road rehabilitation should be permitted only after an approved environmental impact 
assessment of each road scheme, with special attention to biodiversity impacts and 
analysing risks for poaching, erosion and other negative effects. Road plans should be 
submitted for comments to relevant groups, including NGOs and local communities. 
Clear regulations are useful on use and maintenance of forests roads enforced (locked-
up gates). Approved participatory forest management plans in place are essential 
before any harvest takes place. 
 
Additional positive effects of forest roads in the NRMPRP context would be through 
enhancement of access to remote pastures through improving access routes through 
forested areas, thus mitigating the grazing pressure on forests and nearby pastures 
(TACIS 2002). 
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29   Economic aspects 
 
In the Soviet period, forests were predominantly sustained, even to level of 97-98 per 
cent, with resources of the state budget. In the years of independence, when the 
national budget was scarce, the principles of funding to the system have significantly 
changed. The state can finance only 25-30 per cent of the required costs. The rest of 
the funding needs to be generated from internal revenue, such as nature fees and sale 
of secondary products of forests. 
 
At present Hayantar’s annual budget is about US$ 910,000 (AMD 500 million), of 
which it is supposed to get 25% (AMD 120 million) from the Government and the 
remaining 75% (AMD 380 million) from its own off-state-budget activities. However, 
nowadays it never receives its due from the Government. During the year 2000, for 
example, it received only 40% of what it was supposed to have received.  Although 
Hayantar is a company, it makes sense that it should still receive some funding from 
the Government, because it is expected to deal not only with profitable production 
forestry but also with protection forestry which may yield little or no net revenue. 
 
The financial problems of Hayantar are reflected in the regional (marz) level. As has 
been shown earlier (Chapter 24) the illegal harvesting causes considerable losses to 
the Forest Enterprises. The illegal harvesting of firewood will continue as long as the 
economic crisis continues, because people have to survive. It can be reduced by 
allowing the forest workers to keep the wood from pre-commercial thinnings. It can 
also be mitigated by allowing the rural communities to lease adjacent forests in which 
the firewood harvesting can be more supervised and guided. 
 
 
210   Social aspects 
 
The social problems related to forests around Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises are 
mainly of three kinds. Firstly, they are economic due to general economic situation. 
This has led to firewood cutting pressure and illegal harvesting. Secondly, the social 
problems are related to secondary uses of forests, like grazing. Thirdly, the social 
problems are related to the participation of the communities to forest management, 
tending and reforestation. 
 
The social problems related to general economic conditions are vast, and forest 
management planning cannot do much to alleviate them. They form, however the 
frame inside which the present thin economy of the forest enterprises must operate. 
The Armenian economy suffered a series of devastating shocks in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, including a catastrophic earthquake, the breakdown of the Former Soviet 
Union, and the closure of the borders with Turkey and Azerbaijan. At the low point in 
1993, the gross domestic product fell to approximately half its 1990 level. The serious 
economic setbacks led to the impoverishment of rural communities. This has 
happened especially in the remote mountain and border areas like in the Tavush 
Region. The withdrawal of Soviet subsidies and markets has deteriorated industries 
that once provided large scale employment for instance in Ijevan town area and in the 
surroundings. The abrupt stop in the employment forced the population to rely more 
in natural resources (like firewood and grazing) than before. 
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In the late 1980s (Soviet times) the price of residential electricity was very low. The 
big amount of illegal fellings between 1992 and 1995 are more likely to be understood 
considering the fact that during these years most of the population received only 2 to 
4 hours electricity a day, and central heating and natural gas supply were virtually 
terminated. People had to cope with rising energy prices and look for alternatives: 
based on a household survey December 1999 - January 2000, 80 per cent of all 
households and, in particular, 95 per cent of the rural poor report that they have 
substituted away from electricity. More than 65 per cent among the poor and the rural 
population reported that the primary substitute is wood, primarily used for heating and 
cooking. This has to be considered to understand how degradation of forests could 
reach such dimensions in Armenian during the last few years. 
  
Unemployment and lack of all kinds of resources are creating poverty in the proposed 
project area. People that are hungry and freeze do not care for the environment, long-
term sustainability of forests or the public interest, most probably not even for 
tomorrow. Poverty therefore is a major issue. Jobs and short term returns have to be 
created. 
 
After the Soviet period the primary activity of approximately 70 per cent of the 
population in the NRMPRP –project area has been subsistence farming with small 
amounts of agricultural surplus bartered in local markets. The majority of farmers are 
cash constrained and are unable to invest in their land and pasture. This leads to slow 
mining of renewable natural resources. Rural people have had little choice but to 
exploit the forests for survival. Over time this mining of natural resources has led to 
severe degradation of forests, pastures and soil, with consequent loss of habitat and 
decline in indigenous flora and fauna (Appraisal … 2002). 
 
The secondary use of forest lands is a way to direct the forest utilization pressure 
away from the illegal timber harvesting. With regard to the Forest Code, the local 
population is entitled to exercise ‘minor forest use’ effectively free of charge and thus 
legally. Commercial use exceeding this minor use provides income and thus the 
possibility to pay for this use.  This would provide a planning basis (availability of the 
actual figures of NWFP harvested), and at the same time the local villagers would be 
in the position to participate in the preparation of forest management plans that take 
those uses into consideration. 
 
Forest grazing is one of the forest utilization activities possibly carried out in the state 
forests. In Armenia, according to natural conditions, the classification of pastures into 
‘nearby’ and ‘remote’ pastures is customary. The remote pastures are situated in the 
sub-alpine and alpine zones. Mean distances of these pastures from the villages 
entitled to their use of 10-20 km and the poor conditions of the access roads combined 
with general economic problems considerably limit the use of these areas.  Nearby 
pastures bear most of the grazing needs and therefore suffer from severe overgrazing. 
The existing potential of pastures and grasslands in the region has been found to be 
adequate for local livestock production needs by NRMPRP WMC surveys, however, 
it is not effectively utilized. Consequently, livestock production is based on extensive 
utilization of agricultural and forest land. 
 
Due to the high grazing pressure, forest grazing of livestock causes considerable 
damage to these forests, resulting in over-aged stands and blanks without any 
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regeneration, destruction of young plantations and loss of fertile soil through erosion. 
Protection of areas under regeneration/rehabilitation would therefore be one of the 
preconditions towards successful implementation, based on management plans the 
local villagers have agreed to follow and implement. Forest grazing must be carried 
out without causing any damages to the forests. 
 
The low level of people´s participation in the forestry activities, especially in planting 
and reforestation, is partly due to a particular illogical point in the Forest Code 1994. 
According to Article 3 all forests ex lege are considered to be state property. Planting 
of trees (except for fruit trees) on private land can sooner or later lead to the 
establishment of new forests. Consequently, when planting trees on private land the 
owner has a risk of loosing his property to the state. Therefore, villagers have turned 
out to be extremely hesitant to afforest their lands. This illogical point is under 
reconsideration in the current process of updating of the Forest Code (Herbst 2004). 
 
The illogical point may hamper villagers´ participation in forestry activities also 
wider. From the legal point of view, provisions to better involve the local villagers in 
the management and protection of forests near their village would be necessary. This 
could be achieved – besides capacity building measures as extension and training and 
raising of public awareness by clear regulations under the Forest Code regarding 
forest ownership (including long-term lease agreements), possible financial incentives 
(eg. subsidies for private plantations) or rights to collect fire wood or non wood forest 
products under certain conditions free of charge (eg. pre-commercial thinning 
operations could be carried out by local villagers who get the wood they harvest free 
of charge, as payment in kind). Such possibilities need to be studied, and if applicable, 
to be adopted in the pilot village forest management plans for ex-sovhoz forests in 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. 
 
 
211 Primary and secondary objectives of the forest management planning 
 
The primary and secondary objectives of the forest management planning can be 
derived from the Forest Code 1994. First, the Forest Code defines the forest 
inventory. It contains materials about forests´ effective use, about their production, 
about regeneration, data on forest protection, pest and disease control and other data 
concerning forest management practices. 
 
The forest inventory must include: 
 
• the borders´ definition of the forest enterprises, including borders inside 

organizations; 
• maps of forests and of their location and distribution; 
• the register of the forest estate, wood species and age classes, the quantitative and 

qualitative features of the forest resources; 
• the definition and location of the cutting areas, for main use and for thinnings and 

sanitation cuttings, as well as the order of their implementation, the kinds of 
cuttings; 

• the classification of forests upon their significance; 
• the accountable cut for all kinds of cuttings; 
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• the definition of the volumes of regeneration, forest protection, utilization and pest 
and disease control; 

• the definition of the volume of forest by-use and secondary use. 
 
The forest inventory is a prerequisite for new management plan which has a time 
horizon of 10 years. During the forest inventory for every forest enterprise the 
necessary project is drafted, which analyses and evaluates previous forest 
management and develops perspectives for future management practice. 
 
The forest inventory projects and other materials which are approved by authorized 
bodies, further become the current and future forest management plans which the 
forest enterprises must follow. 
 
The primary and secondary objective of forest management planning must fulfil the 
requirement of Forest code which classifies the state forests into 
 
• protection forests (conservation of water resources and soil protection against 

erosion) 
• social forests (of recreational use) 
• forests of special significance (reserves and national parks). 
 
According to this classification the primary objective of forest management planning 
is without doubt to establish sustained forest management for protection forests. 
Sustained management for social forest of recreational use, even if important as such, 
is a secondary objective. 
 
Another way to classify the primary and secondary objectives is through the forest 
utilization. Article 17 of the Forest Code 1999 defines that in the state forests the 
following forest utilization activities can be carried out: 
 
• wood production 
• wood production of secondary significance (stumps) 
• secondary forest use (hay making, grazing, bees, fruits, nuts, berries, mushroom 

collection) 
• hunting activities 
• using the forests for research work 
• recreational use of forests. 
 
Wood production can still be regarded as the primary objective of the forest 
management planning in Armenia. All the other activities, again if important as such, 
might fall into the secondary objective. 
 
The Armenian Forest Code is currently under process of updating. During the process 
Herbst (2004) pointed out that “at the moment according to Article 11 of the Forest 
Code, besides social forests (for recreational use), all forests in Armenia are 
considered to be protection forests”. And further “considering the actual ecological as 
well as the potential economical situation on the ground (in the forests), there is no 
reason why there should not be production forests, too”. There is a proposal to 
reclassify the forests by dividing them into the following three classes: 
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• protection forests 
• protected forests, key biotopes, special purpose forests, forests of special 

importance 
• production forests 
 
Such a division would still stress the important function of water and other natural 
resources conservation and protection of soil against erosion over the forest 
production function. The primary forest management planning objective would be 
connected to the word protection and the secondary objective to the word production. 
Thus the high protection function (primary management objective) of the Armenian 
forests will most apparently be maintained in the near future. The production function 
will have the secondary forest management objective.  
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3   PRINCIPLES FOR FOREST MANAGEMENT INVENTORY 
     AND MANAGEMENT PLANNING IN IJEVAN AND 
     SEVQAR FOREST ENTERPRISES 
 
The forest inventory and management planning principles and guidelines in this and 
the following chapters and annexes are largely based on the experiences gathered in 
the first forest inventory and management planning training course in Ijevan between 
23.5.2004 and 3.6.2004. 
 
31    General principles 
 
There are three major general principles which direct the Ijevan and Forest Enterprise 
management planning: the frame, the tasks and the training. 
 
The future forest management planning in Ijevan and Sevqar forest enterprises will be 
built on the following frame of facts and assumptions: 
 
• the previous forest management plans from 1988 are outdated 
• due to uncontrolled cuttings the old compartment (stand) descriptions are no more 

valid, but the kvartal boundaries are still valid 
• Division of kvartals into new compartments (stands) is foreseen 
• Ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests are still an essential part of the State Forest 

Fund. Forest inventory should be taken over them principally on a regular manner, 
by interpreting such lands as an additional kvartal in the Forest Enterprise 
management plan. 

• Two special, pilot ex-sovhoz village forest management plans are to be 
established on a principle that the village forest areas are leased to villages and the 
future management and utilization right are transferred to the two communities 

• Forest Code 1994 has laid out the principles for forest inventory and management 
planning 

• As Forest Code is currently under updating, the obvious changes and amendments 
into the new Forest Code must already be taken into account 

• Experiences, skills and knowledge of the old Soviet based forest management 
were well established in Armenia. The new forest management planning is to be 
built on the basis of the previous tradition, by adding the necessary elements from 
more recent European forest management planning, like multi-target management, 
protection of High Conservation Value Forests, “Green management”, 
maintenance of special biotopes and biodiversity conservation. 

 
 
The Armenian Forest Code 1994, its proposed update 2004, and the forest 
management regulations derived from the Code, are based on the recent development 
in sustainable forest management, biodiversity conservation and enhanced 
environmental and social care of natural resources. The resource management and 
utilization and their impacts on the surrounding ecosystems and people is now better 
taken care than in the past. Armenia has ratified several international conventions and 
is in the process to fulfill its obligations. Most of the reforms in forest and natural 
resources sector are reflections of these agreements. 
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New regulations require new and revised forest management practices and a set of 
new objectives for forest management and the respective management instructions. 
Especially, they should meet the prevailing international standards. 
 
Biodiversity considerations are also paramount, and will be closely integrated into the 
preparation process. Approaches and methods for the conservation and sustainable 
use of forest biodiversity should prioritize measures for the conservation of the most 
significant resources, the reversal of negative trends of greatest concern, as well as the 
prevention and mitigation of damaging uses and pressures.  
 
The defined frame above of the forest management planning assignment will confine 
the specific tasks as follows: 
 
• Taking into account the mountainous and consequently multifunctional nature of 

Armenian forests, the key approach for implementation is the assessment of 
environmental, economic and social roles of forest resources, 

• Accumulation of accurate and comprehensive data on forest resources is based on 
inventory information derived through this assignment; 

• Development of a complex package of documents for inventory and stock-taking 
of forest areas and resources is done with due regard to forest enterprises and 
forest units, 

• Brief analysis and presentation of use, conservation, protection and rehabilitation 
of forest resources is presented, 

• Elaboration of appropriate maps and plan-schemes is regarded, 
• Development of ten-year forest management plans applicable to the relevant 

forest enterprises and forest management units is the main result. 
 
The third important general principle is the staff training. It must be parallel to the 
progress of forest inventory and preparation of the forest management plans. It must 
be remembered that the basis in Armenia for making forest inventories and preparing 
forest management plans has been very thin, as it was earlier customary that the 
whole forest management planning process was earlier done centrally from Georgia. 
Capacity building in forest inventory and management planning is strongly needed 
also, because of limited capacity to prepare forest management plans, which 
incorporate biodiversity conservation objectives, and which fully provide for the 
participation of communities and other stakeholders in their preparation. 
 
The Ijevan and Sevqar forest management planning has also an additional line in the 
community forest management planning, which supports the transfer of former kolhoz 
and sovhoz forest lands to village management on the basis of long-term lease 
arrangements. These community forest management plans, as well as the more 
general plans will be based on an approach that takes account of non-wood economic 
aspects, forest ecological, biodiversity, and social functions, and will be based on a 
participatory approach. 
 
 
32    Implications of the new proposed Forest Code 
 
A crucial prerequisite for the development of a new methodology for forest 
management planning is an analysis of the legal, institutional and policy frameworks 
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Given the enabling framework for the NRMPR Project, an important initial task is to 
review the documented principles for forest management, notably the Forest Code and 
forest management regulations. Furthermore, such a review needs to take into account 
all relevant national legislation adopted and international agreements ratified by 
Armenia. 
 
The Forest Code of Armenia, approved in November 1994 is the basis for forest 
management and its regulations. These regulations will be reviewed and where 
required, amendments will be developed and recommended for acceptance in the 
respective institutions. Gaps in existing regulations will also be identified and 
recommendations made to fill such gaps. The principles of agreed regulations would 
provide the basis for developing a set of management instructions, to be used by field 
staff when making prescriptions and deciding on the future management of each 
stand. 
 
The Forest Code is currently (2004) under updating. This is part of the NRMPRP – 
project, and it is carried out under the FISP –subproject (Forest Institutional Support 
Project) financed by the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA). 
 
The new proposed Forest Code will apparently clarify a few important issues, which 
are important for forest management planning. First, the category of production forest 
may be added to the Forest Code. Secondly, there is a need to clarify the ownership of 
planted forests which may be planted on privatized land (on for instance to pasture 
land). Currently the growing forest will automatically be the property of the state, 
irrespectively on the ownership status of the land on which the forest is growing. Such 
a clarification is beneficial for Village forestry as well, as it will enhance the 
communities to reforest the ex-sovhoz forests. 
 
 
33    Principles for Hayantar forests 
 
The target for the forest inventory and management planning for Hayantar forests in 
Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises is to 
 
 
• carry out forest inventory for the management planning along with the 

requirements of Forest Code 1994 
• revert the forestry back to the sustained forestry in which the majority of Ijevan 

and Sevqar forests have been between 1931 – 1988 
• establish the total amount of woody biomass resource in the Ijevan and Sevqar 

state forest fund with sufficient level of accuracy 
• record the occurrence and possibilities of non-wood products at sufficient rate in 

the forest management plans 
• observe the requirements of special biotopes and biodiversity conservation at 

standards applicable in the forest management of European Union countries 
• observe the requirements for and expectations on forestry, of the local people and 

the adjacent villages to Ijevan and Hayantar Forest Enterprises. 
• Ensure participation of the local people in the forest management planning 

process and practice high level of transparency during the forest management 
planning process. 
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• Based on the forest inventory, prepare modern, multi-targeted, participatory forest 
management plans for each enterprise in which the mountain forest ecosystems, 
the local people living inside and in the vicinity of the forest, and the needs of the 
government have been taken into account 

 
 
The Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprise forest management plans will be prepared for 
the estimated area of 46,544 ha, which according to the 1988 Forest Management 
Plans and other records was the gross forested and forest lands area in the project 
area. The present (2004) areas for forested, non-forest lands and community forest 
lands are determined during the forest inventory. 
 
 
34    Principles for ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests 
 
The target for the forest inventory and management planning for community forests 
inside or in vicinity of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises is to 
 
 
• establish the boundaries of ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forest lands to new forest 

inventory maps in a participatory manner such that all parties (villagers, Hayantar, 
Cadaster office) agree about the boundaries 

• two pilot villages, which are connected to clearly defined previous ex-sovhoz and 
ex-kolhoz forests, are selected for special community forest inventory and 
management planning project activity 

• for the other ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests the forest inventory and 
management planning is done in a regular manner by interpreting the ex-sovhoz or 
ex-kolhoz forest as an additional kvartal. 

• For the pilot community forest the sufficiency of the present ex-sovhoz or ex-
kolhoz forest land for model village forestry activities is considered along with the 
project plans. If considered necessary, additional forest area is demarcated for the 
pilot village forest. Overall target is that the two villages have sufficient 
community forest area. The established area is leased to the villages for 10 years 
with the Forest Use Agreement (see below) 

• forest inventory is taken over the established community forests 
• two multi-targeted, participatory village forest management plans are prepared 
 
 
The establishment of the community forests is carried out along with the principles 
stated by the Forest Code 1994. In Article 22 it defines that the forest use agreement 
must include: 
 
• the description of border of the forest estate parcel 
• the kind of forest use, its volume and order 
• the obligations of the forest use in the field of forest resources protection, 

utilization and regeneration 
• the order and economical aspects of the forest management 
• the size of payments and the dates of the payments 
• the characteristic of the parcel of the forest estate 
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• the volume of supply for the state demand. 
 
 
The total area of ex-sovhoz or ex-kolhoz forests inside or in the vicinity of Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises is 3386 ha, which used to belong to altogether 13 villages. 
The two pilot villages are selected in the early stage (June 2004) out of this group. 
The process of establishment of community forest is new in Armenia. In all stages 
high level of participation and transparency are essential. 
  
Preparation and implementation of community forest management plans will include 
detailed forest inventory and preparation of maps for the pilot forests. The future 
forest management (silviculture and harvesting) may contain options like: 
rehabilitation and enrichment planting of forests, reforestation and afforestation, 
thinning and tending, rehabilitation of forest pastures and demonstrations of 
sustainable silvipastoral agroforestry. 
 
 
35    Participatory approach 
 
The assignment is a process where modern Forest Management Plans will be 
compiled through a participatory planning process and field inventories. Working 
process will be a participatory approach to involve all significant stakeholders to the 
process, and by such way, to extend the social context of planning, management and 
utilization of Armenian forest resources. Having the proper management implemented 
requires a revision and new guidelines for the management planning of forests and the 
subsequent changes to the content of forest inventories and other data collection. 
Institutional strengthening and capacity building of forest organizations is one of the 
main focuses in the implementation.  
 
One of the new objectives and requirements of the Armenian forestry reform is to 
apply a comprehensive participatory approach in forest resource planning. This 
objective is effectively supported by the Landscape Ecological Planning (LEP) 
approach, which is routinely used for instance in Finnish state forests. The LEP 
system had excellent grading in a recent international audit concerning the coverage 
of key biotopes and valuable habitats. Special credits were given to the fulfillment of 
all requirements of transparency through a participatory approach, and the efficient 
utilization of the entire planning system and Geographic Information System (GIS) 
for the planning, control and monitoring of forest resources. As a multiple-goal 
instrument, the LEP system provides a whole range of outputs for sustainable forest 
management. 
 
The LEP system will also provide basis for forest certification in the first pilot 
experiments and demonstrations in Leningrad Region in Russia, where the LEP plans 
prepared through the Finnish-Russian collaboration have been approved for 
implementation. The LEP emphasizes the importance of close contacts with local 
people providing them with great opportunities to participate both in provision of 
local forest data, planning and execution of forest operations. 
 
Having this knowledge and experience, the team of international specialists will train 
local counterparts on the management of natural resources through a participatory 
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process. The team will ensure that local stakeholders participate and commit 
themselves in finding of new ways to use forest-based resources for the benefit of the 
whole society.  
 
The development of a new and improved methodology for forest management 
planning and the subsequent use of data for the compilation of the Forest 
Management Plans and Community Forest Management Plans and other resource 
utilization plans require an open and transparent process. Important principles in the 
new planning procedures are transparency as well as full participation and support by 
the local Government, representatives of local NGOs (Non Governmental 
Organizations) and the wood based industry. Forest management plan and its 
implementation will have impacts on the living environment of local people as well as 
other stakeholders and interest groups. To avoid conflicts, enhanced public 
involvement should be promoted and, therefore, a participatory approach should be 
introduced to all forest management planning phases in Armenia. New inventory 
schemes will bring a lot of up-to-date data to facilitate planning. Local people can 
also contribute to data collection through the provision of historical data of resource 
status and local needs and habits of the utilization of resources. Yet, such benefits can 
only be obtained through adequate access to data collection and information 
exchange. Participatory approach may also enhance local people's interest in forest 
and, in particular, in the way this valuable resource and essential part of their living 
environment will be managed and utilized in the future.  
 
In order to make effective use of the information gathered in forest resource 
inventories, facilitate the forest management planning, preparing and implementation 
of management plans and monitor the actual forest operations, Armenia plans to 
develop and establish an efficient preparation system for the Forest Management 
Plans. The Forest Management Planning should utilize all relevant information, local 
data on forest resources, forestry and forest operations, together with related 
information on human, technical and financial resources. Peoples participation and 
local involvement is utmost important in establishing such a system. 
 
Participatory planning approach and its implementation has to respect national habits 
and traditions and be part of institution building process. Improved transparency adds 
to the public participation. The experience in the basic participatory planning 
methodology and competence to run such an approach is, which was developed and 
widely used in planning and managing the Finnish state-owned forests and applied in 
our domestic and international consulting assignments (recently in NW Russia). 
 
In the participatory planning and management of resources, common problems are 
resolved through collaboration. Participatory management means first of all internal 
collaboration within the organization. Secondly, it means collaboration between the 
planners, the public and the interest groups. Thirdly, it means interaction between the 
stakeholders. Through collaboration, the varying objectives are recognized so as to 
take them into account in planning and decision-making. Participation aims at 
constructive collaboration and an acceptable end result that can be justified from 
different perspectives. The role of each party should be agreed upon during the 
participatory process. Such roles may vary enormously, depending on the situation 
and objectives set for participation. 
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In Armenia, public participation will be a part of the revised forest management 
planning methodology, which is to be introduced. Through participatory process, 
forest inventory data collection will be made partly dependent on stakeholders’ 
interests (user preferences) and people's contributions. To guarantee the efficiency of 
participatory planning process, appropriate training will be designed. Enhanced 
participation techniques include a carefully prepared participation plan for each 
planning process, short introduction courses for participants, workbook techniques for 
documentation, various formats for questionnaires, interviews and feed-back 
information, as well as workshops and consultations. 
 
A consultation for Forest Management Planning aims at an agreement on areas with 
forest conservation objectives. It also focuses on the approval of the annual harvest 
plan of the district, as part of the Forest Management Planning. In order to ensure 
local participation in the planning cycle, the project will propose workshops for local 
stakeholders and identify other opportunities for local input into the planning cycle. 
  
Community-based forest management plans are entirely based on local initiatives of 
resources and target areas suitable for utilization and management by the community 
members.  
 
The process will go through the following tasks 
 
• Identification of all relevant stakeholders 
• Development of a process that facilitates the stakeholders’ participation in the 

planning 
• Drawing up the modalities for stakeholders’ participation 
• Mapping of the structure of the population and the employment situation for the 

purposes of harvesting and silviculture plans 
• Organizing training on the participatory principles at the beginning of the process. 
 
 
Transfer of resources user rights to communities is a means to create incentives to 
encourage communities to adopt environmentally sound practices. Increased 
accountability, together with investments to strengthen community capacity to 
undertake natural resources planning, is expected to improve management of the 
natural resource bas as well as produce a sustainable flow of goods and services for 
the people living there. Simultaneously, community participation in decision making 
and implementation will make adoption of environmentally responsible practices 
more sustainable. 
 
 
36    Ownership and commitment 
 
Although the Forest Management plans have been targeted to Ijevan and Sevqar 
Forest Enterprises, all organizations, institutions and stakeholders in charge of forest 
resources planning, management and utilization will be partly the owners of the 
results of the assignment. The role of Forest Research and Experiment Centre is 
essential to establish and concretely introduce the new systems defined and designed 
in the assignment. In all levels, this requires commitment to the development process 
in the assignment. Technical improvements and revised systems will become 
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operational only if local staff members and workers see them as new opportunities for 
carrying out their daily work more efficiently and, at the same time, improve forest 
management practices in Armenia.  
 
The assignment will pay special attention to local forest management and utilization 
practices. That provides enhanced involvement of local stakeholders, defining their 
roles and degree of ownership to the results and collection of their point of views. 
These new groups include present and future private forest owners, users of forest 
resources and Non-Governmental Organizations. Results of surveys, studies and 
analyses will be openly discussed and stakeholders meetings and other participatory 
events organized. 
 
 
37    Capacity building 
 
A common rule is that the new systems are as good as are their users. Therefore, 
utmost have to be done to involve via training and capacity building all capable 
workers to get acquainted with the new Forest Management Planning system. This 
will be done all along the process of defining, designing and building of the Forest 
Management Planning system. In addition, the experience about effective ways of 
learning about new planning systems based on forest management planning is used, as 
well as the data acquisition: one has to acquire first hand information from similar 
processes in other countries. Examples of management planning and information 
system development processes in other countries will definitively serve as inspiration 
and guide to the prominent forest officers in charge of Armenian forest resources 
planning, management and utilization.  
 
Relevant experiences recently obtained from other countries in transition will be used, 
for instance from Lithuania. In addition, Indufor has through her international expert 
pool an efficient backstopping in state forestry, which opens future opportunities to 
the strengthening of collaboration and exchange of experiences through partnerships 
beyond the completion of the Project. 
 
Local counterparts will be trained on the actual process of planning the use of natural 
resources through a participatory process. Local involvement and commitment of 
stakeholders will be encouraged in finding new ways of utilizing forest based 
resources for the benefit of whole society. 
 
 
38    Multipurpose management 
 
A modern forest management plan does not concentrate in wood production only. The 
non-wood forest products have become more and more important in Armenia as well 
and in the other countries. Multipurpose forest management planning seeks for 
solutions which can satisfy several targets. For instance while the overall target of the 
forestry is to keep it sustained, it should provide as well as possible water resources 
conservation and soil erosion control, and at the same time produce timber and fire 
wood, provide good possibilities for grazing and hay-making, allow picking of 
berries, nuts and mushrooms, and provide recreational and ecotourism possibilities. 
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According to the Forest Code 1994, Article 21: the citizens have got the right to be in 
forests, and to collect for their own consumption wild fruits, berries, nuts, mushrooms 
and other food products. The spirit of the forest code is also in favor of haymaking 
and grazing in the forests, but they are prohibited in the areas where they can cause 
any damage to the forest. 
 
Multipurpose management possibilities must be taken in all forests of Ijevan and 
Sevqar Forest Enterprises. Especially important the multipurpose management is in 
the pilot community forests. The secondary (after timber and firewood production) 
uses of the forests bring immediate income to the villagers. In the present economic 
situation immediate income generation possibilities, to alleviate the poverty in the 
villagers´ everyday life, are needed in any case. Multipurpose forest management for 
community forests is already in practice in the villages. It is the project´s task the 
present methods how the multipurpose forest management brings better revenue to the 
villagers than what is the situation today – and how to do all this in sustained manner. 
 
 
39    Forest Management Planning process 
 
391  Planning process principles 
 
The Forest Management Planning process is a sequence of the following steps: 
 
1. Completion of a field survey and the establishment of the new boundaries for the 

forest management unit at the parcel and sub parcel levels. In the Soviet based 
forest management tradition a conventional division of forest management unit 
has been done in four: forest enterprise, forest district, kvartal and compartment 
(stand). For them the following parameters will be evaluated: 

(a) ecological parameters - climate, geology, geomorphology, 
(b) biological parameters - ecosystems or biotopes, forest structure, flora, 

fauna, 
(c) infrastructure parameters 

2. Evaluation of the current and future requirements. In this step, utilization of 
resources and the gains that will result at the local level (firewood, pastures, 
byproducts and protection of local infrastructure from erosion), area level 
(timber, recreation, protection of infrastructure), and national level (protection of 
biodiversity or tourism) will be evaluated. To this end, the socioeconomic survey 
involving the interested parties will be carried out. 

3. Evaluation of the previous management of the forest economy. In this step, the 
previous management, including its rules, interventions made up to the present 
utilization, seen in the light of regeneration and maintenance, and grazing 
exercised in each unit division and earlier hunt management will be documented. 
As well as any other evaluation of the current evolution of the natural forest 
resources will be documented. In this stage, studies on biodiversity, forest 
ecosystems, and soil and socio-economic studies will be carried out as well, for 
the purpose of their integration in the framework of management plans, 
especially, in determining measures to be undertaken for management of forest.  
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Upon the completion of this stage, the primary and secondary objectives of the 
management of each division of the forest economy will be made more precise. This 
will be accomplished by considering the constraining or modifying tendencies that 
will be noticed. 
 
Forest management will be done in management units, which are specified in a field 
survey. Inside each operational area of forest enterprise there are different forest 
holdings, parcels and sub-parcels. These are divided into forest management units, 
like forest districts, kvartals and compartments (individual stands). For inventory and 
management reasons it is necessary to define unified criteria how delineation of 
management units will be done. These units could also be statistical units for control 
and monitoring functions. 
 
In the Armenian forests conditions the boundaries of forest enterprise, forest districts 
and kvartals had been well defined during the pre 1988 forest management. Their 
boundaries can be used in the next forest management planning cycle. New 
boundaries will be set on inside kvartals, to delineate new compartments. 

 
Evaluation of the current and future requirements is based on field survey. Utilization 
of resources and the produce that has been harvested at the local level (e.g. fire wood, 
pastures, non-timber forest products and protection of local infrastructure from 
erosion) will be assessed. Utilization on area (regional) level (e.g. timber, recreational 
benefits and protection of infrastructure) will be assessed, and on national level (e.g. 
protection of biodiversity, valuable landscapes or tourism) will also be evaluated. Part 
of the data will be collected through the socio-economic survey. 
 
The evaluation of the past management in the forest economic unit will be carried out. 
Evaluation will cover the past management principles and rules, basis for the present 
utilization in terms of realized regeneration and maintenance measures, and grazing 
exercised in each unit division and earlier hunting and game management. In addition 
to social use of forest resources, also studies on biodiversity, forest ecosystems, and 
soil degradation will be carried out to integrate them in the framework of management 
plans. 
 
 
392  Inventory principles 
 
The Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises inventory will be built on established basis 
of the past forest inventories in Armenia. The hierarchy of the inventory units is 
 

1. Forest enterprise 
2. Forest district 
3. Kvartal 
4. Compartment (stand) 

 
The uppermost category, Forest enterprise has been clearly defined by name, 
boundaries and area. The boundaries are geographical features like rivers or roads. 
Similar clarity applies for the boundaries of forest districts and kvartals. The division 
of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises into kvartals is shown in Annex 1. The 
number of kvartals is 272. 
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The basic principle in the forest inventory is that the fixed boundaries of kvartals (and 
further forest districts and forest enterprises) are used. The kvartal boundaries are 
marked in topographic maps, the boundaries can still be identified the field, and the 
kvartals can be delineated into medium resolution satellite images. 
 
The boundaries of the compartments are usually defined by stand characteristics. 
Along with uncontrolled harvesting during the past 15 years the compartment 
boundaries have largely dissolved. It is one of the main tasks of Ijevan and Sevqar 
forest management planning to define new compartment boundaries. 
 
In ideal case the compartment boundaries are drawn directly to fresh aerial 
photographs. The next best case is to use high-resolution satellite image that has pixel 
size 10 m x 10 m or less, and that has been taken on a cloudless day. In the case of 
Ijevan and Sevqar forest inventory another method will be used. As the aerial 
photographs or high-resolution satellite images are not available the compartment 
boundaries cannot be delineated in advance as aerial photo or satellite image 
interpretation work. 
  
The fixed kvartal boundaries are first transferred to topographic maps and medium 
resolution satellite images. Then a systematic grid is placed on the whole enterprise. 
Every knot in the grid is a potential sample point, which is sampled by circular forest 
sample plot. From the medium resolution satellite image it is possible to identify non-
forest areas, like villages, agricultural lands and forest meadows. There is no need to 
establish forest sample plot in those knots, but a record of them should be taken. 
 
After computing the sample plot results, the plots which enough resemble each other 
by stand characteristics are encircled into one compartment. By that means 
provisional compartment boundaries can be drawn. The method may not be accurate 
enough for compartment delineation, and in any case it the task of the inventory field 
team leader to draw the new compartment boundaries onto the field map. 
 
Major part of the field inventory work is in the standwise inventory of the 
compartments. For each compartment the minimum tree and stand characteristics are 
produced: volume share of main tree species (at accuracy of 10 per cent), basal area 
per tree species and medium height per tree species. 
 
A provisional calculation for the need of sample plots shows that to reach satisfactory 
level of accuracy in the inventory results, the total number of sample plots needed for 
Ijevan and Sevqar forest enterprises, is 2195. By that amount of sample plots the 
estimated, typical compartment size, which can be drawn inside the kvartal is 30 – 50 
hectares. 
 
The tentative work plan for division of sample plot inventory over 5 months (June – 
October 2004) is shown in Annex 2. The corresponding field inventory guidelines are 
presented in Annex 3. For each compartment a set of silvicultural recommendations is 
also produced. Also this is described in Annex 3. The field data is recorded in the 
field form (inventory card), which is a print of standard Excel-file. The monitoring 
plan is described in Annex 4. 
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393  Computation and software 
 
A large inventory like Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises forest inventory, over 
46,000 hectares, will produce a huge amount of data. The provisionally calculated 
number of sample plot is 2195. If the average compartment size will be about 30 
hectares, the number of compartments will be 1500. For each sample plot and each 
compartment a set of data is collected in a field form. That is, there will be some 4000 
field forms, including the ex-sovhoz and ex-kolhoz forests. 
 
Such an amount of data is best to handle with computers. Each compartment data is 
fed into excel-file which is like a mirror of the field form. Every field inventory team 
manager is responsible for entering the data into computer, into excel-files as soon 
after field work, preferably after every day, and ultimately in less than a week. In case 
something is unclearly marked in the field forms, there is a good chance that the field 
manager remembers the detail in the evening or for a couple of days, but not more 
than a week. The circular sample plots form another set of data. They should be input 
to the computers, in another excel file, but similarly: as soon as possible. 
 
The excel files are the output for the computation programme which calculates the 
results from the field data. Therefore it is of utmost importance that the excel-files 
remain unchanged (the cell addresses are constant) through the whole forest inventory 
field work and data input sessions. 
 
 
394  Development of forest growth models 
 
The available tree volume, stand growth and yield models from Armenia and Georgia 
are screened and suitable models for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises are 
selected. They will later be updated based on the accumulated information from the 
sample plot measurements. 
 
 
395  Output and layout of the Forest Management Plan 
 
The broad outline for the Forest Management Plan has been set in the Forest Code 
1994, Article 55. The basis for the Forest Management Plan is the Forest Inventory. 
The Forest Code defines that: “The Forest Inventory contains materials about forest 
effective use, their production, regeneration, data on forest protection, pest and 
disease control and other data concerning forest management practices.” 
 
The Forest Inventory includes: 
 
• the borders definition of the forest enterprises and inside organizations; 
• maps of forest and its location, distribution; 
• the register of the forest estate, wood species and age classes, the quantitative and 

qualitative features of the forest resources; 
• the definition and location of the cutting areas, for main use and for thinnings and 

sanitation cuttings, as well as the order of their implementation, the kinds of 
cuttings; 
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• the classification of forests upon their significance; 
• the accountable cut for all kinds of cuttings; 
• the definition of the volumes of regeneration, forest protection, utilization and pest 

and disease control; 
• the definition of the volume of forest by-use and secondary use. 
 
The final layout of the Forest Management Plan is a combination of maps, inventory 
results and management (silvicultural and harvesting) recommendations.  
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Annex 1. Division of Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises into kvartals in Forest 
Management plans of 1988. 
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Annex 2. Inventory plan for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises. Monthly inventory 
targets in hectares. 
 
 
 
 
Inventory plan for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest Enterprises / 5 teams 5.6.2004 
            
Total area of Forest Fund 43 158 ha excluding ex sovhoz forests   
Area of Ex-Sovhoz forests 3 386 ha including 2 pilot forests, á 250 ha each   
Total Inventory area  46 544 ha       
Total teams   5        
Teams for monitoring  1        
Field work completion by 31st of October 2004      
            
            
Work schedule and targets         
            

Month 
Team 

A 
Team 

B 
Team 

C 
Team 

D 
Team 

E Total Team F Days/month ha/day 
              Monitor (net)   
                    
June 500 500 500 500   2 000   9 56 
July 2 150 2 150 2 150 2 150 2 150 10 750   26 83 
August 2 300 2 300 2 300 2 300 2 300 11 500   27 85 
September 2 400 2 400 2 400 2 400 2 400 12 000   26 92 
October 2 060 2 060 2 060 2 060 2 054 10 294   23 90 
Total 9 410 9 410 9 410 9 410 8 904 46 544       
            
Total by 31 October 2004 46 544 ha       
Total target     46 544 ha           
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1. PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES 

 
Before the beginning of the field work, the calculated coordinates for inventory sample plots are 
taken from the GPS-coordinate journal. The location of sample plot is determined by the GIS-
software, from the satellite image onto which the defined boundaries of the kvartals have been 
drawn. If the satellite image is not available, the coordinates are determined from digitized 
topographic maps, or from digitized forest map. 
 
For the field work the approximate position of the sample plot can be found by advance study of 
satellite images and by observations on site landmarks. The precise location of the sample plot is 
determined with GPS, at accuracy of one second for both coordinates of X and Y.  
The X- and Y -coordinates of the sample plot are also recorded in the sample plot card.  
 
2. OBSERVATIONS, MEASUREMENTS AND PROPOSALS IN THE SAMPLE PLOT 

AND RECORDING OF THEM INTO THE CARD (FIELD FORM) 

 
3. PROCEDURE 

The observations and other recordings are filled into the empty cells of the card (field form) 
(Attachment 1). In the upper left corner of the card you find the cells that generally describe the 
kvartal, compartment and plot. In the upper part, in the middle, you find the cells for land, slope, 
forest, soil, erosion and biodiversity information. In the upper right corner you see an empty space 
for writing down any additional notes about the plot, if necessary. The main part (left corner down) 
is for the sample trees. For each sample tree there is space for Layer, Species, Quality, Dbh, Height 
(if measured as height tree), Age (if drilled as age tree) and 5 years´ growth (if the tree has been 
drilled as age tree). 
 
In filling the main card the auxiliary guidelines in Attachments 2 and 3 are used to find the correct 
coding for each cell.  
 
Establishing of sample plot 
 
The pole with identification number of sample plot is placed on the center of the sample plot and 
oriented by cut side to north. 
 
The sample plot radius is defined according to the mean age of trees dominated in the stand by 
using the following table. 
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The radius of the sample plot should be such that sufficient and suitable number of sample trees 
will be measured on each plot. If, for some reason, the number of sample trees exceeds the space in 
the card (field form), the remaining trees are marked on the other (empty) side of the card (field 
form). 
 
The radius is always measured along the ground level (along the surface), also on slopes. The 
sample plot perimeter is bordered by the tape measure. Markings are made on the trees that are 
located out of the boundaries of the sample plot area. Every second tree that is located exactly on 
the borderline of the sample plot is inventoried. After the bordering of the sample plot, type 
measure is directed to tree of main species with mean diameter and height and left in the soil. 
 
 
4. FILLING OUT THE FIELD FORM (CARD) CELLS 

Filling out the field form cells SL, F, So and E is carried out by using numerical identification 
codes (Attachment 4). The two cells for Biodiversity are filled out from biodiversity assessment 
card (Attachment 7).  The enumeration and measures of all trees on plots are carried out after the 
filling of the cells with description of the site.  
 
 
5. EVALUATION SURVEY  

The evaluation survey of trees are to be conducted with designation for every tree the quality class 
(saw-timber or pulpwood). All trees with a diameter above 4 cm are measured (tallied with caliper). 
Calipering of the trees is started from the mean tree of main species. Every tree is registered in the 
field form in its own line.  
 
While measuring the sample trees one designates a number of related structural element of stand 
layer to every trees on sample plots (Attachment 5).   
  
For every tree or bush (over 4 cm at breast height) the species name and the corresponding code are 
to be found (Attachment 6). If some species are undesignated then herbarium sample is collected, 
taken to the field camp or office, and the name of species will be defined later. In extreme case the 
species code 999 (unidentified tree species) can be used. 
 
During the measurement all growing trees are calipered. For each tree species the height and age 
sample trees are found by taking the trees with running number 1, 11 and 21 (separately for each 
species).  
 

The radius of the sample plots by the age groups of stands 
Age class of the stand Radius, m Area, m2 

Young stands of I age class 5,64 100 
Young stands of II age class 7,98 200 
Middle aged stands 11,28 400 
Under mature and mature stand 12,62 500 
Over mature stands  15,96 800 
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In case there are uncertainties with priority order of trees under their height and age registration, the 
trees with largest diameters are to be chosen for measurements of height and age.  
 
Diameter of tree is to be calipered to accuracy of 1 cm. 
Height of tree is to be found to accuracy of 0,5 m. 
Age of tree is to be defined on kernel to accuracy of 1 year. 
5 years growth is to be defined to accuracy of 1 mm (5 last rings are counted from one side of the 
tree only) 
  
If the model tree has defects (broken top, stem rot, damage of stem in place of calipering etc.) or 
disturbances of natural growth, that is noted in the field forms. 
 
 
6. BASAL AREA 

For comparison of indices of stands and representative area, you must define the basal area sum, 
divided between different species, from the center of plot. The basal area sum is written in the field 
form, species by species. 
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Attachment 1. General view of sample plot card 
 

C Forest enterprise  Forest category L Notes
 Forest district  Land use  
 Kvartal   Slope direction Sl 
 Compartment  Slope angle  

P Plot Number  Altitude  
 Plot radius   Forest type F 
 GPS X-coordinate  Soil type So 
 GPS Y-coordinate  Soil moisture  
 Date   Erosion type E 
 Team leader  Erosion grade  

    Biodiversity for site 
    Biodiversity for stand 

В 

     
№ Layer Species Quality Dbh Height Age 5 years 

growth 
1     
2     
3     
4     
5     
6     
7     Enumeration for  
8     found of model  trees 
9     Species Number 

10     
11     
12     
13     
14     
15     
16     
17     
18     
19     
20     
21     
22     For determination of 
23     basal area per species 
24     Species BAS 
25     
26     
27     
28     
29     
30     
31     
32     
33     
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Attachment 2. Categories of Forest Fund Lands 
 
Forest Lands 
Lands Covered with Forests 
а/ Forests of natural origin 
3 stands of natural origin 
7 stands in the stage of regeneration or coppicing 
8 stands of natural origin in mixture with planted trees 
b/ Forests of plantation (planted stand) origin 
10 regenerated or coppiced stands  
11 planted stands  
13 decorative stands 
14 landscape stands 
15 field protecting forest lines  
17 stands of artificial origination in the stage of substitution of main species 
Unclosed planted  stands 
31 plantations, created through regeneration or coppicing 
32 plantings, created on non-forest covered and non-forest lands /except stands of green zones/ 
35 unclosed decorative plantings 
36 unclosed  landscape plantings 
Forest nurseries and plantations 
40 forest nurseries 
41 plantations 
42 wood schools 
Lands non-covered with forest  
а/ understocked stands 
51 anthropogenic understocked stands 
52 climate-biological understocked stands 
b/ fired stands, died stands 
53 burned stands 
54 died stands 
c/ cuttings  
57 current year cuttings area 
59 cuttings  
d/ glades, waste lands 
60 glades 
61 waste lands 
 
Non-forest lands 
Lands 
82 arable  
83 grasslands 
84 pasture 
86 sub-alpine meadows 
101 lakes 
102 rivers 
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103 streams 
104 ponds 
105 reservoirs 
6.1 Lands for special purposes 

110 gardens 
111 wineyards 
112 mulberry yards 
115 berry yards 
123 automobile roads with artificial cover 
125      ground roads 
127 paths 
129 kvartal breakthrough  
132 surrounding borders 
133 ditches 
134 channels 
135 amelioration channels 
138 walk-ways 
161 estate 
162 forester’s points  
163 private estate 
174 electric cable 
175 gas pipeline 
177 water pipelines 
178 transmission lines 
184 quarry 
6.2 Lands, not applicable for forest growth without melioration 

211 ravines 
213 steep slopes 
214 bedrock strips 
215 rock outcrop 
224 other lands not applicable for forest  
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Attachment 3. Requirements for the description of field form cells  
LA

N
D
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D
IV
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SI

TY
 EVALUATION SURVEY 

(Structural elements of forest) 
 

LA
N

D
 

C
A

TE
G

O
R

Y 

L C P SL F S E B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13 15 17 19 21  
3 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  3 
7 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  7 
8 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  8 
10 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  10 
11 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  11 
13 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  13 
14 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  14 
15 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  15 
17 О О О О О P О О P P   P   P P P P P  17 
31 О О О О О P О     P  О  P P P  P  31 
32 О О О О О P О    О P    P P P  P  32 
35 О О О О О P О    О P    P P P  P  35 
36 О О О О О P О    О P    P P P  P  36 
40 О О О О О P          P      40 
41 О О О О О P          P      41 
42 О О О О О P          P      42 
52 О О P О О P         О  P P P P  52 
53 О О P О О P P         P P P P P  53 
54 О О P О О P P         P P P P P P 54 
57 О О P О О P P О P P   P   P P P P P  57 
59 О О P О О P          P P P P P  59 
60 О О P О О P P         P P P P P  60 
61 О О P О О P P         P P P P P  61 
82 О О P  P P          P      82 
83 О О P  P P          P   P   83 
84 О О P  P P          P   P   84 
86 О О P  P P          P      86 
101 О О                    101 
102 О О                    102 
103 О О                    103 
104 О О                    104 
105 О О                    105 
110 О О P  P P          P P P  P  110 
111 О О P  P P                111 
112 О О P  P P          P P P  P  112 
115 О О P  P P          P      115 
123 О О                    123 
125 О О                    125 
127 О О                    127 
129 О О          P    P P P P P  129 
132 О О          P    P P P P P  132 
133 О О          P    P P P P P  133 
134 О О                    134 
135 О О                    135 
138 О О                    138 
161 О О P             P      161 
162 О О P             P      162 
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163 О О P             P      163 
174 О О P         P    P P P P P  174 
175 О О P         P    P P P P P  175 
177 О О P         P    P P P P P  177 
178 О О P         P    P P P P P  178 
184 О О P                   184 
211 О О P  P           P P P P P  211 
213 О О P  P           P P P P P  213 
214 О О P             P P P P P  214 
215 О О P             P P P P P  215 
224 О О P             P P P P P  224 
O Obliged O 
P Possible P 
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Attachment 5. Codes of field form cells for the compartment characteristics 
  

SLOPE ALTITUDE 
1. Exposition of the slope is fill in with and identification code with the first letters of the earth 
sides:  
N North 
NE North-East 
E East 
NW North-West  
SW South-West 
S South 
SE South-East 
W West 
2. The slope angle is to be found to accuracy of 5 degrees. 
3. The altitude is to be found as mean for the compartment to accuracy 10 meters.  

6.2.1 SOIL 

1. The definitions of the soil type is fill in with the code from the “Soil” classification: 
5130 Black soils 
8040 Brown mountainous-forest soils 
8041 Light-brown mountainous-forest soils 
8042 Brown mountainous-forest soils 
8043 Dark-brown mountainous-forest soils  
8044 Soddy-brown mountainous soils 
8060 Soddy-carbonate mountainous soils 
2. Moisture level of soil is to be filled in with code from the “Level of Moisture” classification: 
0 very dry 
1 dry 
2 fresh 
3 moist  
4 damp (poachy)  
5 wet 

6.2.2 EROSION 

1. Erosion types: 
Code Erosion type 
11 Water linear (cavity) 
12 Water surface (the soil is washed from the surface) 
13 Water inner soil (washing of little fractions) 
14 River 
16 Mud flow 
18 Landslide  
  
2. Erosion level: 
Code Level of water erosion (washing level of the soil)  
1 Poorly washed (humus horizon is washed for 10 %) 
2 Middle washed (humus horizon is washed for 11-30 %) 
3 Strong washed (humus horizon is washed for 31-50 %) 
4 Very strong washed (humus horizon is washed for more than 50 %) 
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Attachment 4. Structural elements of forest 
 
1 First layer of stand 
4 Unclosed plantings  
6 Unclosed plantings under forest canopy  
7 Unclosed plantings in regeneration or coppice stand 
2 Second layer of stand 
8 Natural understocked stand 
9 Single trees  
13 New dry trees  
15 Old dry trees  
3 Third layer of stand 
5 Natural regeneration on unclosed plantings and on the lands of linear extension 
17 Underbrush 
19 Undergrowth  
21 Dead fall (windfall, wind slash) 
100 Stumps  
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Attachment 6. Trees of Northern Armenia with inventory codes 
 
Ì³é³ï»ë³ÏÝ»ñ Scientific name Species code 
ÂËÏÇ ¹³ßï³ÛÇÝ 15-20/60-70 Acer campestre 1 
ÂËÏÇ íñ³ó³Ï³Ý 8-10/30-50 Acer ibericum 2 
ÂËÏÇ ëñ³ï»ñ¨ 25-30 Acer platanoides 3 
ÂËÏÇ µ³ñÓñÉ»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Acer trautvetteri 4 

 Acer sp. 5 
Î»ãÇ ÈÇïíÇÝáíÇ 10-20/20-40 Betula litwinovii 6 
Î»ãÇ »ÉáõÝ¹³íáñ 15-20/20-40 Betula pendula 7 

 Betula sp. 8 
´áËÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý Carpinus betulus 9 
´áËÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý Carpinus caucasica 10 
´áËÇ ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý /Õ³ÅÇ/ Carpinus orientalis 11 

 Carpinus sp. 12 
öéßÝÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý Celtis caucasica 13 
´³É»ÝÇ Ù³Ñ³É»µÛ³Ý 8-10/10-15 Cerasus mahaleb 14 
´³É»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 3-4 Cerasus vulgaris 15 

 Cerasus sp. 16 
 Cornus mas 17 

²ñç³ïËÉ»ÝÇ 20-28/60-90 Corylus avellana 18 
îËÉ»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 4-7 Corylus colurna 19 

 Corylus sp. 20 
ê½ÝÇ Crataegus atrosanguinea 21 
ê½ÝÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý Crataegus caucasica 22 
ê½ÝÇ Ïïñïí³Í Crataegus curvisepala 23 
ê½ÝÇ Ï»ÕÍï³ñ³ï»ñ¨ Crataegus laciniata 24 
ê½ÝÇ ÍáõéëéÝ³Ï³íáñ Crataegus pentagyna 25 
ê½ÝÇ ÑÇÝ·í³ñë³Ý¹³ÝÇ Crataegus pseudoheterophylla 26 

 Crataegus sp. 27 
Ð³×³ñ»ÝÇ ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý Fagus orientalis 28 
´»Ïï»ÝÇ É³ëï»Ý³ï»ñ¨ 5-7 Frangula alnus 29 
Ð³ó»ÝÇ ëñ³åïáõÕ 20-30/50-80 Fraxinus excelsior 30 
Ð³ó»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 25-35/50-100 Fraxinus oxycarpa 31 

 Fraxinus sp. 32 
ÀÝÏáõ½»ÝÇ ÑáõÝ³Ï³Ý 30-35/150-200 Juglans regia 33 
¶ÇÑÇ ó³Íñ³³× 1-2 Juniperus depressa 34 
¶ÇÑÇ ·³ñß³Ñáï 10-15/20-40 Juniperus foetidissima 35 
¶ÇÑÇ »ñÏ³ñ³ï»ñ¨ 2-4 Juniperus oblonga 36 
¶ÇÑÇ µ³½Ù³åïáõÕ 6-12/20-30 Juniperus polycarpos 37 

 Juniperus sp. 38 
ÊÝÓáñ»ÝÇ ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý10-11/40-60 Malus orientalis 39 
¼Ï»é»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý Mespilus germanica 40 
ÂË»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 5-15/10-40 Padus racemosa 41 
ò³ùÇ 2-3 Paliurus spina-christi 42 
êá×Ç ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý 30-35/40-50 Pinus  caucasica 43 

 Pinus kochiana 44 
êá×Ç ÕñÇÙÛ³Ý Pinus pallasiana 45 
êá×Ç ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý Pinus silvestris 46 

 Pinus sp. 47 
êáëÇ ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý 25-30/150-200 Platanus orientalis 48 

 Populus balsamifera 49 
 Populus nigra 50 
 Populus pyramidalis 51 

Î³Õ³Ù³ËÇ 20-35 Populus tremula 52 
 Populus sp. 53 
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î³ÝÓ»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý Prunus divaricata 54 
î³ÝÓ»ÝÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý 20-25/60-80 Pyrus caucasica 55 
î³ÝÓ»ÝÇ áõé³ï»ñ¨ 5-10/10-30 Pyrus communis 56 
ÞÉáñ»ÝÇ 4-10/5-15 Pyrus salicifolia 57 

 Pyrus sp. 58 
Î³ÕÝÇ íñ³ó³Ï³Ý 20-40/60-150 Quercus iberica 59 
Î³ÕÝÇ Ëáßáñ³é¿ç 20-25/100-150 Quercus macranthera 60 
Î³ÕÝÇ »ñÏ³ñ³ÏáÃáõÝ Quercus pedunculiflora 61 

 Quercus sp. 62 
¸ÅÝÇÏ ÃÇ³ï»ñ¨ 1.5-2.5 Rhamnus pallasii 63 
¸ÅÝÇÏ ä³ÉÉ³ëÇ 0.3-0.5 Rhamnus pathulifolia 64 

 Rhamnus sp. 65 
àõé»ÝÇ ëåÇï³Ï 20-30/50-200 Salix alba 66 
²ÛÍáõé»ÝÇ 5-10/20-75 Salix caprea 67 
àõé»ÝÇ ÑÝ·³é¿ç 2-5 Salix excelsa 68 
àõé»ÝÇ Ï»ÕÍ Ù»¹»ÙÇ 5-6/30-40 Salix pentadroides 69 
àõé»ÝÇ µ³ñÓñ³µáõÝ Salix pseudomedemii 70 
àõé»ÝÇ »é³é¿ç 5-6/10-20 Salix triandra 71 

 Salix sp. 72 
ÎïïÏ»ÝÇ ë¨ Sambucus nigra 73 
²ñáë»ÝÇ ëáíáñ³Ï³Ý 5-10/10-30 Sorbus aucuparia 74 
²ñáë»ÝÇ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý Sorbus armeniaca 75 
²ñáë»ÝÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý 4-7/10-12 Sorbus caucasica 76 
²ñáë»ÝÇ ÑáõÝ³Ï³Ý Sorbus graeca 77 
²ñáë»ÝÇ µáõÅÇã 10-25/ 25-30 Sorbus torminalis 78 

 Sorbus sp. 79 
Î»ÝÇ Ñ³ï³åïÕ³ÛÇÝ 10-20/40-80 Taxus baccata 80 
Èáñ»ÝÇ ÏáíÏ³ëÛ³Ý Tilia caucasica 81 
Èáñ»ÝÇ Ù³Ýñ³ï»ñ¨ Tilia cordata 82 

 Tilia sp. 83 
Â»ÕÇ Ëáñ¹áõµáñ¹ (É»éÝ³ÛÇÝ) Ulmus elliptica 84 
Â»ÕÇ ¿ÉÇåë³ï»ñ¨  Ulmus foliacea 85 
Â»ÕÇ ï»ñ¨³ß³ï25-30/100-150 Ulmus glabra 86 
Â»ÕÇ Ëó³Ý³ÛÇÝ 25-30/100-150 Ulmus suberose 87 

 Ulmus sp. 88 
 Unidentified 999 
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Annex 4. Inventory monitoring example. 
 
Inventory monitoring for Ijevan and Sevqar Forest 
Enterprises     5.6.2004 
            

Work schedule, targets and achievements    
total area 
target, ha 46544 

            
Weekly, by hectares          
            

Weekly, by 
Team 

A 
Team 

B 
Team 

C 
Team 

D 
Team 

E 
Total 
/week 

Achieved 
/week 

Total 
cumulative 

Achieved 
cumulative 

                  
June 5 0 0 0 0   0   0   
June 12 0 0 0 0 0 0   0   
June 19 0 0 0 0   0   0   
June 26 392 392 392 392   1 568   1 568   
July 3 490 490 490 490 168 2 128   3 696   
July 10 504 504 504 504 504 2 520   6 216   
July 17 511 511 511 511 511 2 555   8 771   
July 24 518 518 518 518 518 2 590   11 361   
July 31 525 525 525 525 525 2 625   13 986   
August 7 532 532 532 532 532 2 660   16 646   
August 14 539 539 539 539 539 2 695   19 341   
August 21 546 546 546 546 546 2 730   22 071   
August 28 553 553 553 553 553 2 765   24 836   
September 4 560 560 560 560 560 2 800   27 636   
September 11 567 567 567 567 567 2 835   30 471   
September 18 497 497 497 497 497 2 485   32 956   
September 25 483 483 483 483 483 2 415   35 371   
October 2 469 469 469 469 469 2 345   37 716   
October 9 455 455 455 455 455 2 275   39 991   
October 16 441 441 441 441 441 2 205   42 196   
October 23 434 434 434 434 434 2 170   44 366   
October 30 436 436 436 436 436 2 178   46 544   
  9 452 9 452 9 452 9 452 8 738 46 544       
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ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS AND EXPLANATION OF TERMS 
 
AAA Armenian Agricultural Academy 
ARMFOR ”Armenian Forestry Service, Hayantar” 
CSJSC Closed State Joined Stock Company 
FE Forest Enterprise, subsidiary of Hayantar 
FREC Forest Research and Experiment Centre (of Armenia) 
GEF Global Environment Facility (joint effort by UNDP and World Bank) 
GIS Geographic Information System 
Hayantar ”Armenian Forestry Service” 
IDA International Development Agency (of World Bank) 
LEP Landscape Ecological Planning 
NRMPRP Natural Resources Management and Poverty Reduction Project 
Marz Region; area administration unit in Armenia 
MoA Ministry of Agriculture in Armenia 
MoNP Ministry of Nature Protection in Armenia 
NCSO Non Commercial State Organisation 
NGO Non Government Organization 
NWFP Non Wood Forest Products 
PIU Project Implementation Unit (of NRMPRP) 
State Forest Fund Describes the state owned forests, “State Forest Estate of Armenia” 
SFMC State Forest Management Component under NRMPRP 
 
 


